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Globetrotting
John Calipari takes his show
on the road, Page 21
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Globetrotting By Greg Russell
Above:
A holiday treat for the eyes and tastebuds
comes in the form of a gingerbread house,
photographed by Lindsey Lissau in the lobby
of the University of Memphis Holiday Inn.
On the cover:
A program created by John Calipari with
international overtones could help launch
the University as a whole to a higher level.
See story on page 21.
Photograph by Lindsey Lissau.

An ambitious venture into China by John Calipari is sure to
strengthen Tiger basketball while opening new doors between
the University of Memphis and Asia.
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Bush at the White House, represents the nation's highest civilian honor and recognizes contri

Dear alumni and friends:

butions to peace and freedom.
Hooks was honored for his efforts in the Civil Rights Movement. He served as executive

In October, I had the privilege of traveling to China with a distinguished delegation of

director of the NAACP from 1977 to 1992, issuing opinions on topics as diverse as the lack

business leaders, state legislators and University of Memphis academicians on a trade

of black executives in Hollywood to the nomination of Judge Clarence Thomas to the U.S.

mission led by Tenn. Gov. Phil Bredesen. With a prestigious Confucius Institute being

Supreme Court.

awarded to campus last year, this trip strengthened our already strong ties to a country

"I thank the people for what they gave me and that was an opportunity to serve," said

that has dramatically expanded as a world trade power.

Hooks.

The trade mission was a fruitful journey as evidenced by several agreements we

Hooks grew up in a segregated South. After serving in the Army during World War II, he

signed with Chinese companies and the government. Through a Summer Institute with

wanted to study law, but no law school in Tennessee would accept him because of his race.

the Chinese Ministry of Health, health care in vastly needy areas of rural China will be

He attended DePaul University in Chicago, then returned to Memphis determined to bring an

improved. Dr. Cyril Chang, director of the University's Methodist-Le Bonheur Center for

end to segregation. He was the first African-American criminal court judge in Tennessee.

Health Care Economics, will educate Chinese health care providers on the economics

In 1996 the University of Memphis established the Benjamin L. Hooks Institute for Social

and insurance models of rural health care. Our partners in the project, Vanderbilt and

Change as a public policy research center in support of the University's urban research mis

East Tennessee State University, will focus on health care leadership and delivery of rural

Dr. Benjamin Hooks

health care. Gov. Bredesen signed the agreement to create this important institute.

sion. Hooks donated many personal papers to the Institute.

Dr. Sajjan Shiva, chair of our Department of Computer Science, was also instrumental
MISSION
The University of Memphis is a doctoral degreegranting urban research university committed
to excellence in undergraduate, graduate and
professional education; in the discovery and
dissemination of knowledge; in service to the
metropolitan community, state and nation; and in
the preparation of a diverse student population for
successful careers and meaningful participation in
a global society. The University of Memphis remains
committed to the education of a non-racially
identifiable student body and promotes diversity
and access without regard to race, gender, religion,
national origin, age, disability or veteran status.

in helping the delegation accomplish its goals. Shiva gave three lectures on computer

The University of Memphis is one of 45 institutions
in the Tennessee Board of Regents system, the sixth
largest system of higher education in the nation.
TBR is the governing board for this system, which
comprises six universities, 13 two-year colleges and
26 area technology centers. The TBR system enrolls
more than 80 percent of all Tennessee students
attending public institutions of higher education.

is the majority owner of a construction company, Sunshine Enterprise, which conducts

The University of Memphis' name, seal, logos and
Tigers are registered marks of the University of
Memphis and use in any manner is prohibited
unless prior written approval is obtained from the
University of Memphis. The University of Memphis
Magazine (USPS-662-550) is published quarterly by
the Division of Communications, Public Relations
and Marketing of the University of Memphis, 303
Administration Building, Memphis, TN 38152-3370.
Periodical Postage paid at Memphis, TN 38152.

science in Beijing and in Hong Kong and recruited future students and faculty

Hatching Podcast Central

exchanges.
In Beijing, I met with the Bailian Group and agreed to continue the Fogelman

Dr. Charles Biggers has taught at the University of Memphis for

The technology could allow a professor to use classroom time for

College Executive Education Program for the senior executives of their company, which

"going on 39 years." But the fact his longevity ranks as one of the

other purposes while delivering the lecture to students as part of a

has 7,400 stores in China. In addition, I hadthe opportunity to meet with two of our

highest of current employees, that doesn't keep him from embrac

podcast.

successful alumni who are now leaders in China and the international community. Chi

ing new ideas.

Jin Liu leads companies in U.S.-China ventures through the Asia-Pacifica Corp. Wei Chin

business in Tennessee and throughout China. Other alumni on the trade delegation

Biggers is one of the first professors to use a new teaching tool
that the University is in the process of launching: using iPods and

cially helpful when they have to miss school. One student wrote,

MP3 players to supplement classroom lectures.

"I love it. It helps when you have to miss class.I had an accident

included Randy Camp of C & C Management Group, Michael Coots of Cargill Cotton,

The idea, dubbed Podcast Central, is to use new technology

B. Lee Mallory of Mallory Alexander International Logistics and Joseph Zorzoli of Pfizer.

available at the U of M to record lectures that can be downloaded

FedEx Corp. played an important role in opening the channels that made our trip a

by students, thus enabling them to supplement and reinforce their

success.

classroom experiences.

Making a strong University even stronger means extending our boundaries. Join us as
we venture into new territories.

"It is another tool to get information to students," said Steve Terry,
director of Management Information Services. "If you have an at-risk
student, he or she can listen to the lecture over and over again."
Using software, a lecture can be recorded in real-time, and then
processed and replayed in an MP3 format. It can be downloaded

POSTMASTER; Send address changes to Alumni &
Development Office, The University of Memphis,
120 Alumni Center, Memphis, TN 38152-3760.

into iTunes.
TME UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

For Biggers, the "experiment" of using podcasts in his classes has
been positive. He said that students have indicated that it is espe
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and had to miss. You don't feel like you'refalling behind."
The homepage for Podcast Central is at https://podcasts.
memphis.edu/.

Podcast
1CentraI

Memphis Literacy Academy earns national honor

The Orff-Schulwerk method of music

Before coming to the University of Memphis, professor Robert

education originated in Europe, but the

Cooter had a profound effect on Dallas-area schools with a program

University of Memphis' program has been

he designed that helped dozens of lower-performing schools reach

instrumental in increasing the developmen

higher performance levels. Now a similar program he has developed

tal teaching style's popularity throughout the

as a Distinguished Professor of Urban Literacy Research at the U of

United States. The U of M's program in Orff

M is having the same effect on Memphis area schools.

is approaching its 37th year, and is showing

Dr. Cooter founded and designed the College of Education's

no signs of slowing down.

Memphis Literacy Academy (MLA) with the goal of building teacher

Jos Wuytack, a retired professor of

expertise in reading proficiency instruction.

pedagogy who studied under Carl Orff

'The goal is to help inner-city teachers learn how to teach with

himself and has taught in 48 countries, has

effective evidence-based reading strategies," said Cooter. "Part of
what we are trying to do is not only bring up the expertise of teach
ers, but also to contextualize it to an inner-city environment."

U of M professors Helen Perkins, Kathleen Cooter and Robert Cooter
have developed an award-winning Literacy Academy that has had a
substantial effect on teaching and learning in inner-city schools.

Area schools have seen a change. After just one year of imple
mentation, participating schools had a 14.9 percent gain in reading

Impact Award at the Council of the Great City Schools' Annual Fall

and 22 principals from 23 schools that first year.

Conference in Nashville. The award is given to a partnered program

sors Dr. Kathleen Cooter and Dr. Helen Perkins, principal investigator
and director of operations.

returned to teach at the U of M's summer
workshop every year since its existence.
"Orff was very clever," Wuytack said. "He

As a sign of its success, the MLA was recently presented the Urban

proficiency. The MLA, which began in 2004, trained 132 teachers

Cooter is teamed with U of M instruction and curriculum profes

Unique Orff program approaches 37th year

between a university and an urban school district that has shown a
substantial effect on teaching and learning.
"This is a sen/ice of this University to the school system and com
munity," said Kathleen Cooter. "This is really what we should be doing.
We should be doing things that make a difference, and this does."

took instruments from different cultures
- such as the Glockenspiel from Europe
and percussion instruments from South
America - and adapted them to the size of
children."

music inductively from creatively participat
ing in a group, which differs from traditional
deductive methods of teaching.
"Children come to the knowledge after

The Chinese connection

having multiple experiences," Wuytack said.
"Children are always the participants."
Wuytack cites a Chinese proverb that has

A trip to China by U of M President Shirley Raines and other U of
M administrators has resulted in, among other things, the University

become the motto of the workshop: 'Teach

being included in a Summer Institute in Tennessee for the Chinese

me, I forget. Show me, I remember. Involve

Ministry of Health under its rural health initiative.

me, I understand."
Konnie Saliba, director of the Master of

The project is a training program that will involve rural health
providers coming to Tennessee for two or three weeks this summer.

Music degree program with a concentration

It is meant to bolster health care in rural areas of China and involves

in Orff-Schulwerk at the U of M, was among

the U of M, Vanderbilt and East Tennessee State. It is funded bythe

the first, along with Wuytack, to bring Orff

World Bank. Each university has a specific area to focus on.

ideology to the United States in 1968.
According to Saliba, when they first

'The University of Memphis will focus on the health economics
and insurance components of the training program," said Dr. Cyril F.
Chang, U of M professor of economics.
Vanderbilt and ETSU will train the health providers in rural health
leadership and delivery of health care in rural areas.
"The trainers we train will go back and spread the message,"
said Chang, resulting in better and more efficient health care for

4

President Raines presents Fudan University President Wang Sheng-hong
a gift on behalf of Tenn. Gov. Phil Bredesen and the people of Tennes
see. Dr. Raines was part of a trade delegation to China last October.

began, there were no organized Orff classes
in the country. Now, the Orff method has
been adopted by all of the elementary
schools in Memphis, which is only one of

residents of rural China.
Raines signed an agreement with Fudan University in China that

The Orff-Schulwerk style of music education ensures that each student is creatively involved in
the learning process. U of M professor Konnie Saliba was one of the first to bringthe ideology to
the United States, doing so in 1968.

Through the Orff approach, children learn

two schools systems in the entire country to

has the bragging rights to the only program

program, said that one reason children love

in the country that offers a master's of

Orff so much is the fact that they each get

music in Orff.

to have creative input.

Rebecca Fordham, a music teacher

"It's so active — it's not just sit and learn

from Goldsboro, N.C., is a student in the

about music, it's about making music," she

Orff master's program. Fordham said the

said. 'There's a role for every kid in there.

Orff approach is so appealing to her as a

They don't have to be the most talented

teacher because no child is left out.

one to participate in the ensemble."

"Orff brings out the joy and the love they

Terry Starr, an Orff teacher at Bruce

have for music," she said. "It doesn't matter

Elementary School in Memphis, said when

what type of child or their strengths."

children learn to discover music through the

Even children who aren't the most musi

Orff method, the most important aspect of

cally inclined are still valid members of the

the process may not even be what they've

group when it comes to Orff, according to

learned, but how it makes them feel.

Saliba.
'You have something for every child,"

"I think the one hallmark of Orff music
is joy," she said. "It's a joyous way to learn

Saliba said. "It's not exclusive — everyone

and it involves the whole person. Ithink

can do it."

that's the joy of creating something beauti

Carol King, a music teacher based at
Willow Oaks Elementary in Memphis and

ful together and it is such a hallmark of this
work." — by Natalie Higdon

a mentor to new teachers in the Orff

use the program citywide. The U of M also

pledged the U of M's support.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS
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Towering over the competition
tage by overpowering them with his height

Ralph Waldo Emerson once said,
"America is another name for opportunity."

and strength. This seems to be working as

While this quote still rings true today, an

he has continued to pile up victories and

even more accurate name for opportunity

awards. In 2007 he was named the Confer

could be college. For junior University of

ence USA Newcomer of the Year and also

Memphis tennis player Amrit Narasimhan,

was awarded a place on the C-USA Second

both of these statements could not be any

Team. More recently, Narasimhan and

more true.

doubles partner Charlie Ramsay captured
first place in the most prestigious college

Growing up in Hyderabad, India,

tournament in the Southeast, the Southern

Narasimhan learned to take advantage of

Intercollegiate Championships.

the opportunities presented to him. Spend

No matter what he has done in the past,

ing part of his childhood volunteering in
an orphanage owned by his grandmother

he understands that his dream of playing

helped Narasimhan learn this valuable les

professional tennis could be determined by

son. "Just seeing what some of those kids

his play this coming spring. A high ranking

had been through really left an impression

and a deep run in the NCAA tournament

in my mind," said Narasimhan. "I realized

could help pave the way to a professional

that I needed to take advantage of the

career when the season is over.
Narasimhan, on the other hand, wants to

opportunities and blessings given to me."

focus on the goals of the program and his

One of those opportunities was a chance

team.

to move to the United States with his family
as a teenager. In 2001 he moved to Hous
ton in the pursuit of a college education
and, little did he know, a possible pro tennis
career.
Surprisingly, Narasimhan found his hard
est adjustment to the United States to be
on the tennis court. As he began to set his
sights on playing college tennis, the realiza
tion that the level of tennis in America was
much more competitive than in India also
began to sink in.
"Tennis in India is just not that big. It is
becoming more popular, but not many peo
ple grow up playing it," said Narasimhan.
After much hard work, he began to make
the adjustments and soon found him
self playing at one of the top community
college programs in the country. It was at
Tyler Junior College where he began to
blossom into a top Division I prospect. With

Amrit Narasimhan

"Our team goal is to win C-USA," he said,
"but more importantly we want to represent
the school and program with integrity. This

other schools, such as Oregon, Arkansas
and Virginia Tech, vying for his talents, he
faced a tough decision. Ultimately, it came
down to not being able to say no to U of M
men's tennis coach Paul Goebel. Believing
in Goebel's vision and commitment to the
program, Narasimhan chose Memphis. He
became more reassured in his decision as
he got to know his teammates and the city
better. Now, the decision to come to Mem

program has the potential to become one
of the best tennis programs in the country.
For that to happen though, we have to get
better facilities and more support. All we
can do is focus on winning because if we
win, more opportunities for support from
the school and city will open up."
Give Narasimhan those opportunities and
he will definitely take them.

— by Adam Montgomery

phis seemed like an easy one. Narasimhan,

Former Tiger star's foundation
aids in fight against cancer
Much has been written about the on-field
accomplishments of DeAngelo Williams.
That's understandable when you consider
that he set almost every C-USA rushing,
scoring and all-purpose yardage record
while at the University of Memphis. He
was also only the fourth player in NCAA
Division I history to rush for more than
6,000 yards during his collegiate career.
The three-time C-USA Offensive Player of
the Year also led Memphis to a victory in

in the first round of the 2006 NFL draft by
the Carolina Panthers. But there is more to
Williams than just rushing and touchdown
records.
The man who brought so much inspira
tion and joy to the Memphis community
during his playing years wanted to give
something back. Even though his playing

of the Foundation and one of the minds
behind its creation. She said the Foundation
had to be headquartered in Memphis.
"DeAngelo would not have it any other
way," she said. 'To him, Memphis is home."

'** Ritchie Grant's men's soccer
squad ended a solid season with a
10-5-4 mark and a ranking as high as
25. Jared Britcher, Adam
Montgomery and Michael Coburn
were selected to the All-Conference
Second Team while Sean Goulding
was named Third Team.

three aunts succumb to breast cancer and

mitted to all of our events," said Keeisha.

aiding his mother in her battle against it, he

'it The U of M is seeking contact
information for all former female
student-athletes. The athletic depart
ment will host a women's sports
reunion in the Fall of 2008 and is
looking for addresses, phone num
bers and/or e-mail addresses of any
former female student-athletes who
played for Memphis. Former athletes
are asked to contact Charlotte Peter
son at 901/734-0262 or by e-mail at

"His presence has such a huge impact.

cepetrsn@memphis.edu.

Both events were huge successes."

it For the third time in four years, the
Lady Tiger volleyball team went over the
20-win mark, posting a 23-12 record.
Senior middle blocker Shelby Burton
was named to the All-Conference First
Team, while senior Ashley Liford and
junior setter Laura Cote were tabbed
Second Team performers.

Keeisha is constantly busy creating and
coordinating events to raise awareness of

embraced and supported him during his

the effort. Two events last year included a

college days. He decided that the best way

bowling tournament and a Leadership Foot

to do that was to raise awareness and atten

ball Camp, both of which were attended by

tion to an issue that has deeply affected

Williams.

several members of his family. After seeing

decided to create a foundation that would
help fight the spread of the disease.
Shortly after his career was finished at
Memphis, Williams, with the help of his
family, started the DeAngelo Williams Foun
dation. The former Tiger star said the Foun

Narasimhan has stood over the competition

dation seeks to develop ideas in support of

in more ways than one. Standing at 6 feet

the cure for breast cancer while assisting in

6 inches tall, he literally towers over most of

citywide educational efforts.
"A proactive approach to maintaining

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

Williams' sister, Keeisha, is president

wanted to provide inspiration to a city that

being anywhere else.

his opponents. He uses this to his advan

good health and a quality education are key
to a successful life," said Williams.

days were done at Memphis, Williams still

a sports management major, can't imagine

Ever since his arrival to Memphis,

Williams has created a foundation to help in
the fight against breast cancer.

the 2005 Motor City Bowl and was selected

Briefs
& Despite a first-round exit in the
NCAA championships, Brooks
Monaghan's Lady Tiger soccer squad
posted its best season in school history
with a 17-4-1 record. The Lady Tigers
shared the C-USA regular season pen- •;
nant and won the conference tourna
ment title for an automatic bid to the
NCAAs, the school's first-ever bid.
Monaghan was named C-USA Coach
of the Year while Vendula Strnadova
captured Freshman of the Year honors
and was named to the All-Conference
First Team. Juniors Kylie Hayes and
Emiko Schwab were selected Second
Team. Kate Murphy was named to
ESPN The Magazine's Academic AllAmerica First Team for women's soccer.

WINTER 2008

"DeAngelo is totally involved and com

The DeAngelo Williams Foundation is in
its early stages, but, if the successful events
are any indication, it will continue to grow
and succeed. On the field or off, success
always seems to follow Williams.
For more information on the Foundation,
visit http://www.deangelowiHiams.org/

dwilliams/

For the latest in Tiger
and Lady Tiger sports, visit
http://gotigersgo.collegesports.com

— by Adam Montgomery
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BY GREG RUSSELL

Injury slight,
please advise
It is a story that has been passed down from generation to generation around campfires
in tribal New Guinea, a tale that once held Hollywood's attention. A U of M alumnus
is now bringing back to life a fascinating story of survival and courage.

Then I looked into my rearview mirror and saw an unmistak

comment at the time was, 'This should be made into an action

able image: that of a Japanese fighter in firing position. He was

adventure movie.' Mrs. O'Sullivan, who was there at the time (I

so close I didn't bother to look over my shoulder, and I didn't have

heard the story), said, 'We do, too.'"

time to be afraid. Instinctively, I shoved the P-38 into a violent
dive, dropping my auxiliary gasoline tanks as I went. It was then
that I felt the shudder of bullets striking my plane.

For a young filmmaker looking to make a lasting impression on
Hollywood, the script was perfect.
O'Sullivan was returning from escorting bombers on a mission

When Josh Baxter happened upon the story of retired Col.

in New Guinea when he was intercepted by the enemy. The date

Charles O'Sullivan about a decade ago, he couldn't have asked

was Sept. 23,1943, when a Japanese fighter pilot happened upon

for more: a U.S. pilot shot down behind enemy lines, a bloody

O'Sullivan's P-38 and eventually shot him down. Thirty days after

encounter with headhunters working for the enemy, a jungle full

crashing in the jungles of New Guinea, O'Sullivan was rescued.

of unexpected dangers at every turn. As a fan of action/adventure

But not before a series of escapades that included O'Sullivan

stories, what more could Baxter want? Permission. Permission to

having to shoot his way out of captivity of a group of native head-

officially document a tale so large, so fantastic, it would take a
historian and an elderly native tribal member to verify the events.
The first night in the jungle was terrifying because of the strange

hunters who had found him earlier and "befriended" him.
I was on the ground, feeling lonely and sensing that I had been
thrust back 500 years in time. Home was nearly 400 miles away.

noises and shrieks of birds and small animals. Little did I compre

To the west were mountains, which I hoped to cross to an outpost

hend the power of the jungle and the difficulties that lay ahead.

mission and airstrip named Bena Bena.

The jungle closed in on me oppressively. I panicked. I wanted to
run blindly away, anywhere — just run and run. It was a terrible,
fearsome feeling that I had never experienced before or since.
"When I first heard the story, I was completely blown away,"

Baxter was surprised that the account had only been told to
church groups and schools, but never on film.
"I found out when he returned from war, Paramount Pictures
approached him about making a movie out of his story," says

says Baxter (BA '96), who studied film and video production at

Baxter. "But he was interested in other things at the time, starting

the University of Memphis. "I wanted to hear every detail, what

a family and such."

he was thinking when this happened and that happened. My

WINTER 2008
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I
I knew the natives would not be kind
to me after I had killed two prominent
members of their tribe. What could I do?
Should I save the last bullet for myself
— a permanent solution to a temporary
problem?
The natives in New Guinea guided
Baxter to O'Sullivan's plane deep within
the jungles of the Ramu River Valley. He
found the plane, partially submerged in a
swamp, but still in good shape.
"It was an eerie feeling to be walking
in the same steps he took 65 years later,"
says Baxter.
Finally, I came out from behind a tree
and saw that they were indeed Aussies who
At left, Col. Charles O'Sullivan during the making of a documentary that details his 30-day World War II adventure in which he encountered headhunters in New Guinea. At right, O'Sullivan shortly after his rescue.

U of M alumnus Josh Baxter traveled to New Guinea and found O'Sullivan's plane — nearly 65
years after it was shot down by a Japanese fighter pilot.

had come down from their fortification for
lunch. The Aussies had a radio and asked
if I wanted to send a message. Of course I

Baxter was interviewing O'Sullivan for

"It was a challenge, as an independent

West life preserver that he wore. A lot of

a completely different project when he

filmmaker, having to stay on a tight bud

the things we had to buy off eBay or from

discovered the colonel's dramatic tale.

get," says Baxter. "If I had $100 million,

military surplus stores," Baxter says.

Baxter was working for a historical society

I could go rent planes and buy costumes,

that was interviewing people who had

just the way Steven Spielberg would. But

Because filming in New Guinea was

schools were learning things out of a text
book."
One (tribal) man held up three fingers
and pointed tome, as if to say that three

ple of people and then disappeared in the

wanted to let my squadron and the Fifth

jungle. We hadn't been in New Guinea for

Air Force know that I was safe. I composed

more than an hour and we were hearing

a very concise message: 'Captain Sullivan,

this story."

39th Fighter Squadron, arrived at this

impractical because of political rea

men like me had been there. I made signs:

with a spear, I was prodded, not too subtly,

Without anyone actually jabbing me

point. Injury slight. Please advise.'

some type of involvement with the Little

I wasn't in the position to do that, not just

sons, Baxter took his six-person crew to

did they go that way (toward suspected

Rock Air Force Base.

yet."

Honduras, where a Garifuna tribe played

Japanese-held areas), or did they go that

along a path that led up a small incline.

tary at a Hot Springs, Ark., film festival

Quietly, we plodded on for perhaps 30

the role of the New Guinea headhunters.

way (toward Australian — or American-

Soon we reached a circular hut — the

last October, where critics gave the movie

Col. O'Sullivan was one of them. I was

minutes before Tootaroo (the native who

His cousin, Clayton Bowman, was cast in

held territory)? The native pointed down

execution chamber? The headman came in

very favorable reviews. He says he hopes

told to get him to tell about his airplane

found me) stopped and began to shout as if

the role of O'Sullivan (known at the time

at the ground! Now there was a discom

as Sullivan).

forting thought: the three like me had not

from my left and went for both my wrists.
He got my left wrist and grappled for my

the film will eventually be picked up by

crash, as a point of personal interest."

to warn someone ahead that he was bring

left the area; they had died or had been

right. I pulled my gun back and shot him

and sometime find its way to Hollywood

killed!"

in the chest from my left side, WHAM!

as a full feature movie.

"I did two or three of the interviews and

Gradually, the figure of a man appeared
from behind the tree cover. He had a

ing a stranger home for dinner. My heart
sank. What should I do? I considered my

weapon, a spear or bow and arrow, which

options: either leave them and go back

he lowered. I felt he had drawn a bead on

to the known loneliness of the jungle, or

me from behind his cover.
Baxter had just completed a documen

continue with them to an unknown but at
least human company.

tary that was used by NASA during con

Baxter says accurately portraying

Baxter was able to draw upon his past,
including his time at the U of M, to put
the film together.

To become more intimately familiar

the military in the early 1970s after a

life, ever since I was a kid," says Baxter.

New Guinea. The colonel told Baxter not

two seconds. I still remember it like it was

distinguished career, the documentary,

"We would always make Indiana Jones

to let the natives "know you know me" for

yesterday. I can picture the dull glow from

which includes film of his downed plane

movies and we would try to make Star

fear of retribution.

the fire, my smoking .45, and me standing

in the swamp, brings events full circle.

"When we got to the area, we just went

gressional hearings on the 2003 Columbia
space shuttle disaster.

importance. "Audiences are now more

effects with the flying ships and blowing

in saying we were looking for airplane

sophisticated," the filmmaker says.

things up."

wrecks and we knew there was supposed

He used photos from the era and talked

Baxter says his education at the U of M

to be one out here," says Baxter.
Without any further prompting,

there in a crouched position, like it was
Custer's Last Stand.
In New Guinea, Baxter was introduced
to an elderly man who as a boy was living
in the village O'Sullivan had escaped

Col. O'Sullivan and I thought, 'I can make

to historians to make sure his depictions

was "the best I could have gotten."

a documentary about his story. I have

were "just right," from outfits they would

"I knew people who were taking

experience with that, and I can pull this

have had in the South Pacific at the time

courses in other colleges and they were

off.'"
As a relatively new independent film

all the way to specific markings on the

always jealous when I told them we got to

airplanes.

go out with a camera on our own and film

knew there was an American pilot who

the story from his father who was one of

something. Every class was in a studio,

came in, went to a village and shot a cou

the men in that hut where the altercation

maker, Baxter had to come up with what
he terms "a game plan."
10

"Some of the stuff we were able to make
from scratch: the parachute, the Mae

For O'Sullivan, who would retire from

and one to the headman, in the space of

Wars movies and try our hand at special

"That was a big boost to me," says

an entity such as The Discovery Channel,

with O'Sullivan's story, Baxter traveled to

"I have been making movies my whole

O'Sullivan's story was of the utmost

Baxter of the NASA film. "I had just met

WHAM! Two shots, one to [the native]

Baxter had a screening of his documen

the natives began telling the story of
O'Sullivan.
"They didn't know his name, but they

"Everything he told us matched, word
for word," says Baxter. "He says he heard

took place."

a lab or in the field. My friends at other
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS
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"After so many long years, they found
you old friend," O'Sullivan says of the
plane. "I am glad they found you. It kind
of makes our mission complete."
Visit www.injuryslight.com for more
information. <jj,

BY J.D. WILSON

Frosh faces
Camp has never been so fun - especially if you are a U of M freshman. Frosh Camp introduces students
to the U of M and its many traditions before they even set foot on campus.

They are given four strips of cardboard,

"Frosh Camp is a unique experience

The camp is set up to mirror the aver

in itself," says U of M senior and camp

age college day in hopes of giving the

gray spray paint. Huddled on the porch

counselor Mary Clayton Wilson. "There's

students an idea of what to expect when

of a wooden cabin, a group of soon-to-be

just something about Memphis and Frosh

they arrive on campus. In the mornings,

University of Memphis freshmen quietly

Camp that really gets freshmen excited

campers participate in interactive work

contemplates how to craft a functioning

about being a Tiger."
Wilson did not attend Frosh Camp

shops, similar to going to class. These |

before coming to the University and "has

University traditions to getting involved

tant," one of them says, breaking the

regretted it ever since."

on campus to social issues.

silence.
"Well, the most important thing is that

In the afternoons, they have outside

>

heard everyone talk about Frosh Camp,"

activities, like the boat races, "Family

j

it floats," another mentions. "How in the

says Wilson, a native of Lewisburg, Tenn.

Olympics" and swimming. Each evening,

world are we going to get this thing to

"I decided I wanted to see what Frosh

the campers have a themed mixer.

float?"

Camp was all about, so I applied to be a

duct tape and several cans of blue and

boat from these materials.
"Weight displacement seems impor

"Only by the grace of God," one of
them finally concludes.
After settling on an initial design, the
family of campers begins construction.

"My first and second years in college, I

workshops cover a variety of topics from

While Frosh Camp does hope to teach

counselor going into my junior year of col

the students about the University, it also

lege and this is now my third year doing

aims to ignite Tiger pride in each new

it. I can't imagine not doing it."

student.

Upon arrival, campers are divided into

J

"The counselors work together for five

As the boat starts to shape, U of M senior

families. Each family has a set of parents,

or six months to prepare for Frosh Camp,"

Zach Lyons can be heard in the distance.

two U of M upperclassmen. The families

says Wilson. "There's just no better feel

"Lunch time!" he announces into a

are set up to help introduce the froshes to

ing than knowing that these freshmen

bullhorn as he circles the campground in

the Tiger family that the University strives

are excited about being a Tiger, and it's

a maroon SUV. The froshes from Cabin

to have on campus.

exciting that we get to help them adapt to

4, satisfied with their progress, lock their

"We really get a chance to interact with

work inside their cabin and wash up

different incoming freshmen on a personal

before going to Bingham Bistro.

level," says Melvin Guy, a senior sports

college life."
And it is students helping students.
Frosh Camp has always been student

management major. "You get real attached

run. In the spring of 1994, U of M stu

activities for incoming freshmen at the

to your family and cabin. You get to meet

dents Russ Henry, Corey Hickerson and

University of Memphis' Frosh Camp. In

new people and get to know more than

Bill Murray were discussing how much

its 14th year, Frosh Camp is a four-day

just their names. You get to know their

they had to leam during their first year

experience that eases the transition from

personalities and their lifestyles."

of college.

The Boat Race is one of the many

high school to college life for each new
group of Tigers.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

"We said, 'Wouldn't life have been

Students at the U of M's Frosh Camp build and then race their "boats" in one of many bondingtype activities at the camp near Nashville. The camp seeks to instill a sense of Tiger pride before
incoming freshmen even step foot on campus. About 450 new students attend the camp each
summer. For more fun from Frosh Camp 2007, see page 26.

"I've had some get a little emotional in

men off in the middle of the woods for

the past," says Wilson. "Sometimes you'll

four days with nobody from the University

get frustrated, but when you're at the

there," says Henry with a laugh. "It's just

now,'" says Henry, a 1997 graduate of the

fireside and these kids are opening up to

tremendous to think that that's how it hap

University.

you, you know that you had an impact on

pened. We set out with a pretty modest,

them and that's the biggest rush."

purist objective of just wanting to help

so much easier if when we came to the
University we knew everything we know

Shortly after that discussion, Hickerson,

Guy adds, "It's really kind of inspira

who was the SGA president at the time,

some people. Then it started growing, and
look at it now."

attended a conference at Texas A&M

tional because you see that you can have

University. While there he learned about

an effect on other people. You can bring

The University sends several adminis

Fish Camp, A&M's incoming freshman

people out of their shells. I think that's

trators to camp now, but the spirit and fire

program.
"Corey said it was a great idea and that

the main thing that we try to do here. We

at Frosh Camp still come from the hands

try to make people open up and experi

and hearts of U of M students.

we ought to do something similar," says

ence new things."

As for Cabin 4's boat, well, it did

Looking back, Henry remembers

Henry. "We had kind of a peer-mentor

float. In fact, after a few rolls of tape

goal in mind. Let's show the new students

watching those first students step off the

and several coats of blue and gray paint,

how to do everything the easiest and best

bus. That group of U of M students, now

that group ended up winning the entire

way from day one instead of them having

U of M alumni, took it upon themselves to

thing. But that's kind of a microcosm for

to take a year to figure it out. Lo and

improve their University.

what Frosh Camp and the University of

"I still can't believe the University let

behold, it turned out to be a great idea."

these 20 or 25 students take 60 fresh

The trio met with U of M administra

Memphis do — give students the tools
and the opportunity to succeed. ^

tors, and after the idea was approved, the
planning began.
"We had to figure out what we were
going to do, how it should work, who was
going to be there, how we were going

hall, recreation center, open-aired assem

know we can sleep at home. Frosh Camp

bly hall and canteen area along with a lake

is a one-time experience for these incom

for swimming.

ing freshmen."

So when July rolled around, Frosh Camp

The idea of trading in a lazy summer
day for a night of studying polynomi

Whether it's chanting to see which

als probably wouldn't appeal to many

to get new students to come and design

had approximately 60 incoming freshmen

cabin goes to breakfast first or an

marketing materials," says Henry. "It was
kind of crazy, but somehow it happened."

signed up for the initial camp. Henry says

impromptu singing of the University's

17-year-olds. But those kids haven't

a lot of luck was involved in pulling the

fight song, the energy level is usually at

been to the University of Memphis'

camp together, but the hard work that went

fever pitch. And that was one of the goals

Frosh Camp.

They designed a camp brochure, made
countless calls and spent many late nights
in the Student Government Office detail
ing the camp schedule.

into its planning also paid off.
"We knew this thing had to be abso
lutely perfect," says Henry. "If it wasn't

Incoming U of M freshman Angel

the founders of Frosh Camp hoped for,
and that excitement quickly connects
those new students to Tiger pride.

She really appreciated hearing about college life from a student's
perspective. Shah says it's helped ease her move to the University.
"It's really given me an advantage," says Shah. "With Frosh
Camp, you're not lost. You know what to do when you get to the
University."
Frosh Camp also gives incoming freshmen the opportunity to
meet and connect with their future classmates. Whether through

Shah had dreaded the end of her sum

the mixers, outdoor activities or just hanging out, the students are

mer, but she had a change of heart

constantly introduced to new faces.

They also needed a location. Henry

perfect, it wasn't going to happen again.

"With everything we did, we sang the

says they wanted somewhere secluded

People wouldn't support it. It just wasn't

fight song," says Henry of that first Frosh

where the focus would be entirely on

going to fly. So we took every precaution

Camp. "On campus it seemed like no one

the University of Memphis. After calling

we possibly could to make sure it went as

knew our fight song, so we set out to make

a native of Pigeon Forge, Tenn. "I really wasn't looking forward to

several camps, they set up a meeting with

smooth as possible, and it did."
And the camp continues to grow.

sure that everybody at camp left knowing

moving away from home, but after Frosh Camp, I couldn't wait to

And Frosh Camp always has a surprise or two in store.

it. It was kind of our call to order. If you

get to campus."

'The food is really good, too," says Shah. "I brought so many

the owner of Camp NaCoMe, a camp
ground located about 100 miles southwest

What started out as 60 campers has

of Nashville.
"I don't know what this camp owner was

now grown into 450 per summer. The for

excited about the University. That's what

mula for success seems to be a mixture of

we wanted to accomplish."

thinking letting a bunch of college students

high-energy activities along with genuine

invade his camp for aweek," says Henry.

love for the University, and that starts

lively, there are a few quiet, emotional

"But he did. He was a great guy."

with the camp counselors, or "moms and

moments. Each night ends with a family
fireside chat. In the closing hours of the

campers plus the 60 or socounselors. All

dads," as they are commonly called.
"We keep the energy high and keep the

but three of the cabins are air-conditioned.

adrenaline pumping," says Wilson. "We

and experiences of the day.

NaCoMe is equipped to handle 225

do that for four days, you're going to leave

While the atmosphere is almost always

night, the families share their thoughts

while riding home from Frosh Camp in

"As soon as I got home, I started packing for school," says Shah,

Shah was originally hesitant about attending the four-day camp.
She wasn't sure what to expect and had already received an enor
mous amount of information from New Student Orientation.
"Honestly, I thought it was going to be more orientation," says
Shah. "Frosh Camp is much more of a bonding experience, though.
At orientation, you're going to lectures. You're not really talking to

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPH

tive experience. Frosh Camp went above and beyond all of my
expectations."

snacks from home, but I barely touched any of them. I ate every
thing in the cafeteria."
It's becoming commonplace for students to include Frosh Camp
as one of the highlights of their University of Memphis experience,
and Shah is no different.
"Frosh Camp is the best experience before you get to college,"

your peers. At Frosh Camp, you're with your peers. You're with other

says Shah. "I had so many memories packed into just a few days. I

students that can give you advice."

know I'll always remember this time." - byJ.D. Wilson

The wooded campground also has adining
14

"I met so many new people," says Shah. "The people I met at
camp are some of my best friends on campus. It was such a posi
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BY ANN BROCK

Clearing the wires
A U of M researcher provides hope for those suffering from Parkinson's disease.

systems of the brain. While getting his

addictions. He says, "In the chemistry

shirt, pour a cup of coffee or hold a pen.

undergraduate degree at the University of

department at the University of California

You try to brush your teeth, but instead

California at Santa Barbara in the 1970s,

at Santa Barbara in 1976,1 conducted my

smear toothpaste on your face. You have

he became interested in a new science

first recording of neurotransmitters in the

muscle stiffness or a twitching that can

called physiological psychology, which

living brain using a new technique called

not be controlled, or maybe your left leg

eventually evolved into behavioral neu

in vivo electrochemistry, and I haven't

swings uncontrollably in wide circles.

roscience, a study of the neurochemistry,

You're virtually dependent on a caregiver

neurophysiology and neuroanatomy of the

looked back since."
Parkinson's disease was first named

because life is no longer normal. You can't

brain and their functional relationships to

in "An Essay on the Shaking Palsy,"

Imagine not being able to button your

normal and abnormal behavior.
"We knew virtually nothing about how

published in 1817 by a London physi

bulldog grip.
You are one of about a million people

the brain works, but with the advent of

probably existed for thousands of years.

in the United States who suffers from

molecular biology, genetics, pharmacol

The disease is associated with the loss of

Parkinson's disease. There is no cure, and

ogy and anatomy in the 1970s and 1980s,

dopamine-producing nerve cells in the

medicine can only do so much to alleviate

all the tools were developed that made it

midbrain, which is likely to be a com

the symptoms of the disease. That's when

possible to understand and investigate

bination of environmental, genetic and

you desperately hope that somewhere on

brain function at levels that were never

biologic factors. Parkinson's patients have

the planet there are researchers who are

possible before," Blaha says.

lost up to 80 percent or more of these

sleep, and pain and muscle spasms have a

determined to find something to make it

In the 1970s, the technique of measur

cian named James Parkinson, but has

ing dopamine had been used for about 30

cells by the time symptoms appear.
Blaha is on a quest to improve an

years and was done mainly in a beaker. It

existing treatment for Parkinson's that

sor of behavioral neuroscience in the

was going from beaker to brain that gave

is used somewhat blindly. Deep Brain

College of Arts and Sciences' Department

Blaha the springboard that led to his cur

Stimulation (DBS), an established therapy

of Psychology at the University of

rent work in neurological diseases such

for neurological disorders, was first devel

Memphis. Dr. Charles Blaha has spent

as Parkinson's and psychiatric disorders

oped in France in 1987 and evolved out

much of his life studying the neural

like schizophrenia, autism and drug

of surgeries in which doctors used heat

all better.
There are, and one of them is a profes

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

technique towards more of an early phase
rather than half way towards the eventual
demise from the disease. In this sense
we're talking about people in stage three
who have a pronounced gait and a signifi
cant disability."
DBS has other potential uses such as
with psychiatric disorders, including
depression and obsessive-compulsive
disorder.
"We're looking at advancing this
technology not only to help neurological
patients, but also psychiatric patients,"
Blaha says. "This is just the beginning. It
is just the tip of the iceberg."
Blaha's route to Memphis was a
circuitous one. After earning his PhD
at the University of Oregon, he went to
Pulse Generator

the University of British Columbia in
Vancouver, Canada, where he had a joint

Dr. Charles Blaha's research may dramatically ease symptoms of those who suffer from Parkinson's disease.

That incident served as a catalyst to

probes to burn and permanently damage

place to begin with, no amount of fiddling

small regions of the brain. Although the

is going to give them a better response,"

both deciding to combine their efforts

procedure is now performed in such a way

Blaha says.

into developing a new kind of methodol

that no longer harms brain tissue, it is

Several years ago, neurosurgeon

ogy that would improve DBS by using

done without the necessary neurochemi

Dr. Kendall Lee in the department of

neurochemical feedback, in essence the

cal feedback to assure precision and

functional stereotatic neurosurgery at the

promote effectiveness.

Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn., was

development of a "smart" DBS system.
Blaha and Lee partnered to invent

using DBS to treat Parkinson's patients,

a stimulating and recording device

used in DBS. A stimulating electrode

as well as those suffering dystonia

coupled to a new type of brain implant

is implanted in a specific region of the

and essential tremor. Like many other

able electrode that combined stimulating

brain, and a wire from this electrode

neurosurgeons, he was aware that when

contacts with neurochemical sensors that

snakes under the skin to a pacemaker

certain electrical stimuli were delivered

yielded them a patent. This patent was

like stimulator device implanted in

to the subthalamic nucleus, many of the

licensed for $1.5 million by Advanced

the chest under the clavicle bone. An

symptoms of Parkinson's disappeared, but

Neuromodulation Systems (ANS), a

external hand-held device is then used

he did not know why or how it worked.

St. Jude Children's Research Hospital

to transmit a stimulation program to the

So he began searching the Internet for

medical-device company located in

pacemaker under the skin using radio

someone whose expertise would enhance

Piano, Texas. The electrode will give neu

frequencies. Surgeons aim the electrode

and complement his own. Blaha says,

rochemical signals that can be monitored

toward the subthalamic nucleus and

"He called me in 2004 when I had just

during implantation to tell the surgeon if

dopamine neuronal fibers called axons

arrived at the University of Memphis.

it's in the right place and will also give

in the brain and hope they hit the right

When I told him that I had stimulated the

spot. "They'll increase or decrease the

subthalamic nucleus, an area they target

stimulation intensity or frequency and do

for Parkinson's, and that I had routinely

everything they can to get the best thera

recorded dopamine with those types of

consortium, which includes members in

peutic effect after implantation of the

stimulation, he got extremely excited and

electrode, but if they're not in the right

asked me to send him some of the data."

Currently, a three-part system is

signals after it's implanted to increase or
decrease stimulation.

Conceptual drawing of wireless transmission of neurochemical data from the newly developed
dual neurochemical sensor (dopamine and glutamate) and stimulating electrode positioned in
the subthalamic nucleus of a Parkinson's patient. The brain surface implantable CMOS chip
(wireless control) replaces the bulky pulse generator (wired control) and enables simultaneous
brain stimulation and neurochemical recordings that can be wirelessly transmitted to the outside
world for diagnostic purposes.

the departments of electrical engineer

we've done is to reduce it to a microchip

ing and biological sciences at Case

about two millimeters in diameter, which

Western Reserve University and Illinois

will sit on top of your head on the surface

State University. The research group of

of the skull. It will be connected to the

Dr. Zahn-Hee Cho (inventor of Positron

implanted electrode, but there won't be

Emission Tomography, PET) of the

any wires that go down the neck and noth

Neuroscience Research Institute in Seoul,

ing implanted in the chest." A prototype

South Korea, has recently joined the

of this device has been manufactured and

consortium. Members of the consortium
are working together to take the existing

is ready for testing.
The implantation of electrodes into

system to the next level of sophistication.

Parkinson's patients is not a cure, but

Via a weekly conference call and periodic

a way of markedly easing symptoms in

meetings, they are fine-tuning the design

order to make living with the disease

and implementation of these new DBS

bearable. For at least 150,000 patients,

devices. They are working on such details

it could mean being relatively free of

as optimum stimulation parameters, what

tremor, uncontrollable twitching, muscle

areas of the brain to stimulate and the

stiffness, slow movement and pain.

kind of neurochemical signals that can be

At present, DBS is performed on

used for feedback control of the stimulator.
The consortium is working on replac

patients who have used therapeutic drugs

the division of engineering and technol

ing the bulky three-part system with

become unwarranted. "We want to change

ogy services at the Mayo Clinic and in

wireless technology. Blaha says, "What

that," Blaha says. "We want to push this

Blaha and Lee have formed a DBS
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a long time, and the side effects have

position in the departments of psychiatry
and psychology as a Medical Research
Council of Canada Research Scholar.
He was there 11 years before becom
ing an associate professor of psychol
ogy at Macquarie University in Sydney,
Australia. At a Society for Neuroscience
meeting in 2003, Blaha met a U of M pro
fessor, Dr. Guy Mittleman, who persuaded
him to apply for a faculty position here.
He applied, got the job and then packed
up his laboratory at Macquarie, his family
and household and moved all to Memphis
in January of 2004.
Money and recognition are inconse
quential to Blaha — he's on a mission.
"I'm doing this because I enjoy it, and
because it has value to me," Blaha says.
"Money gives me the facilities, personnel
and means to do research and do more of
it."
He invests long hours in his research,
arriving at the University about 7 a.m.
"I get up in the morning, and I want to
go to work," he says. "They have to drag
me out of here at night."

BY GREG RUSSELL

Globetrotting
An ambitious venture into China by John Calipari is sure to strengthen Tiger basketball
while opening new doors between the University of Memphis and Asia.

When Lamar Chance's phone rings at midnight, it really
doesn't make him mad — it could be 2, 3 or 4 a.m. for that mat
ter. And when his day lasts from 6 a.m. to somewhere past the
witching hour, he doesn't really mind.
"Yeah, it is crazy right now," says Chance. "I get phone calls
and e-mails at all hours of the day and the night. I am on 24/7.
It comes with the job."
But Chance will tell you he wouldn't have it any other way:
the cause of the circus-like atmosphere? John Calipari and his

record the past two seasons and being picked by most analysts
as a favorite to reach the Final Four in San Antonio this March.
And earlier this year, Calipari might have inserted the last
piece of the Final Four puzzle when he signed Chicago product
Derrick Rose, perhaps the most highly touted Tiger since Penny
Hardaway. The freshman Rose already has NBA scouts drooling.
But what more can the charismatic Calipari do? Much,
depending on whom you ask.
Two years ago at the University of Memphis/University of

high-flying Tiger basketball team, of which Chance is the media

Tennessee basketball tilt at FedExForum, a scout for the Chicago

relations director.

Bulls marveled at the talents of Rodney Carney, Shawne Williams

Now in his eighth season as head coach, Calipari has reignited the Tiger program. Ranked as high as No. 1 in some
national polls, the team commands the same respect as the North
Carolinas and Kentuckys of the world. Along the way Calipari
has made good on two predictions he made to this magazine
when he first arrived at the U of M in 2000.
"People thought I was crazy when I made this statement at
UMass, and I am going to make it here. 'If you don't get your
season tickets, you're not going to be coming to our games.'"
Consider that a done deal: Less than 20 season ticket packages

and Darius Washington. He also made another astute observa
tion.
"That man could probably run for mayor of Memphis and win,"
said the scout, after watching fan reaction to Calipari.
Probably so — Calipari has a way of galvanizing the city
with his energy. But don't look for "city office" to appear on his
resume anytime soon.
What is on Calipari's radar is something that will not only help
his team, but the entire University and the city as well.
University president Dr. Shirley Raines has put an aggressive

remained at press time. The only way to see a remaining home

plan in place to lead the U of M to a higher tier in the world of

game would be if the allotment for students isn't exhausted. (Call

academia. Part of the plan came in August when the University

901/678-2331 to check on ticket availability.)

announced it had been awarded a Confucius Institute by the

Also stated by Calipari in 2000: "This is not like we are going

Chinese government. Chosen over Vanderbilt and other top

to waltz into the Final Four. But we have the opportunity to take

southeastern universities, the Institute is, among other things, a

the program to the next level."

very intensive exchange and educational program that will pro

Another done deal: The Tigers have taken it to the next level,

mote better trade and cultural relations with China.

enjoying back-to-back Elite Eight appearances, compiling a 66-8
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Almost on cue in October, Calipari

year, including a possible game with the

"All these coaches (that come over) will

announced a five-year U of M partnership

Chinese national team. Calipari and his

be an army for us," adds Calipari. "They

with the Chinese Basketball Association

staff will also conduct coaching clinics.

will spread the news about us. They

that promotes basketball in China.

The exposure in China of not only Cal's

The CBA sent 15 Chinese basketball

program, but the U of M as a university

coaches to Memphis in late fall to observe

will be expansive.

Calipari's program. One of the Chinese

"At the very least, for our city, campus

become our eyes and ears in China."
With no NCAA presence in China,
which embraced the NBA after Yao Ming
signed with Houston, the U of M's name

coaches remains in Memphis with the

and athletic department, we will have

may become common among the Chinese

program through this season. In turn,

great visibility (in China)," Calipari

people.

the Tiger basketball team is scheduled
to play exhibitions in China later this

says. "For us to be a top five team, our
University has got to keep growing.

"It is fascinating to watch Calipari
as he grows the relationship with China

and Chinese basketball," says NCAA

lion people who would watch a game on

basketball. John sees the economic and

president Myles Brand. "It speaks to the

TV."

educational side as well as the basketball

global appeal of intercollegiate basket
ball."
Calipari says that the number of people
in China watching a basketball game is
astounding.
"On ESPN, there could be 800,000 to

U of M administrators welcome the expo
sure and believe it could help double the
number of Chinese students on campus.
"This is a great opportunity for the
University to have a high visibility in
China," says U of M Provost Ralph

5 million people watching a game," he

Faudree. "We see this as helping the city

says. "In China, there could be 400 mil

economically, with education and with

side."
Adds the coach, "I hope this plays a
part in taking our University to another
level."
With Calipari involved, it may well be a
slam dunk,

John Calipari's venture into China will bring
Chinese basketball coaches to the University
for training and may eventually produce more
Asian students at the U of M. At right, Calipari
(third from right), U of M Provost Ralph
Faudree (far right) and Kevin Kane (second
from left), president and CEO of the Memphis
Convention and Visitors Bureau, meet with
Chinese coaches during the trip to Asia last
fall. (Opposing page) Faudree, Kane and Cali
pari took time out from meeting with Chinese
coaches to visit the Great Wall of China. The
added exposure of the U of M in Asia comes
at a good time: The 2008 Olympic Summer
Games will be hosted by China.
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A season on the brink
Expectations have never been higher for John Calipari's Tigers.

BY ADAM MONTGOMERY

now, everyone is just working hard and

conference play unscathed is going to be

Robinson help or hurt the established

focusing. That is all we are worried about."

difficult. It doesn't help when the Tigers

chemistry?

V Certainly though, the Tigers must feel the

have a huge target on their back from being

differences with all the extra media atten

picked as the preseason favorite.

tion and exposure. Pictures of Memphis

Fans can barely contain their excitement; an entire campus itches with
anticipation. A whole city waits with eagerness and hope. Expectations con
tinue to rise as the Final Four draws nearer and nearer. It is the time of year to
lay the expectations aside in hopes that they will become a reality. It is college
basketball time and it could not have come sooner for Tiger fans.
Never before have the expectations been so high. After two back-to-back
Elite Eight appearances, fans are wanting more. After returning every starter
from a team that went 33-4, the University expects more. After adding
Derrick Rose, one of the country's top recruits, the city needs more.
All the pieces are in place for the Memphis basketball team to make its
first Final Four appearance since 1985. However, it is not just the city that
has high hopes.
Five of the most well-known college basketball preseason publications
ranked the Tigers in the top five, and one, CBS Sports, ranked the team
No. 1. Most college basketball experts and analysts agree that anything less
than a Final Four appearance would be considered a disappointment for the
Tigers. Such exposure has thrust the team and the University into the nation's
limelight.
With mounting expectations from across the nation, players can't disregard

The true test, however, lies within the

These are all valid questions that will be
answered by the end of the season. For
now, the Tigers understand that agonizing

players are popping up in media outlets all

non-conference schedule with games

about these types of questions will only

over the city and nation. It is hard not to

against Tennessee, USC, Georgetown and

make the road to the national champi

read about the Tigers in local newspapers

Arizona. The past two years have been very

onship more difficult. The road will only

and magazines.

successful for the Tigers, but they have

become easier if they come together as a

benefited by playing under the radar. Now

team and stay focused on playing.

| Adds Dozier, "Everyone wants to know
how we are dealing with the added expo

the Tigers have become the team to beat

sure and if we are feeling the weight from

and every opponent will bring their best.

"we need everyone. It is going to be a

the high expectations. Everyone expects

While a tough road ensues for the Tigers,

tough season, and we have to play as a

us to be feeling extra pressure. That is the

one thing is for certain: No matter what

team to get through it."

thing though. We don't feel any different

happens during the regular season, they will

about this year. I have believed we could

be battle-tested and prepared come March.

optimistic and has high hopes for the sea

win the national championship every year,

For the Tigers and the fans, this is what

son. Every team has a chance to win the

and I feel nodifferent about this year."

really counts.

national championship, and most teams

A national championship is definitely a

Although the schedule presents no easy

"If we want to win," says Andre Allen,

Every team in the country is feeling

will still have this chance, even when March

possibility for this year's Tigers, but the road

challenge and is filled with many talented

rolls around — that is the beauty of college

to one is filled with many obstacles. With

teams, the Tigers toughest opponent could

basketball.

an increasingly tougher Conference USA

in fact be the Memphis Tigers. With so

schedule, from the always tough UAB Blaz

much talent on the team, will certain play

this year. Now it is just up to them. A whole

ers and Houston Cougars to up and coming

ers be able to handle sitting on the bench?

city sits back and waits.

Southern Miss and Tulsa, making it through

Will the infusion of Derrick Rose and Jeff

Everything is set up for the Tigers to win

the added pressures that come with more attention.
"There definitely is pressure to do well and perform," says junior Antonio
Anderson, "but it's a good type of pressure. I cameto Memphis because
I wanted high expectations and the pressure that comes along with that."
Anderson concedes that this year feels different than past years in
one way.
"I have always believed that we could win a national championship, but
this year it seems like everyone in the country believes it," says Anderson.
"That to me is the only difference. We can't worry about what everyone else
believes though. We just have to go out there and play our game."
The majority of the other Tigers feel that this year is different, but they are
having a hard time putting a finger on what the difference is -it is not just the
extra national press, the special buzz around the city or the lofty preseason
ranking. They realize these differences and have come to grips with them. It is
something more unique than that, something they have not yet experienced.
"It is kind of strange, but the biggest difference this year is how normal and
calm everything is for us," says Robert Dozier. "I mean, you would think every
one would be acting different or that practice would change with all the high
expectations, but the preseason was exactly the same as previous ones. Right
r'ght) Robert Dozier, Derrick Rose and Antonio Anderson give the Tigers their best char
features1 one
i of the deepest teams in Division I basketball.
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than a decade. Memphis

M
Larry Papasan

Papasan

such publications as USA Today, Us Weekly

joined Smith

and The Boston Globe. Edwards also writes

& Nephew

teen books under the name Jo Edwards.

in 1991 as

She previously produced the nationally

president of

syndicated radio show Book Talk. While

the Orthopedic

a student at the U of M, Edwards wrote

Division and

for The Daily Helmsman, where she won

retired in 2002.

a national Hearst award for a story about

During this

colorful excuses students use for missing

period, the divi

project deadlines. After graduation, Edwards

sion grew in sales from $300 million to

lived in London for a time. Her next book

$650 million while increasing profitability

will be released in August.

more than 15 percent each year. Papasan

Whether
by e-mail
or snail
mail, we
want to hear
from you!

& Water Division from 1984 to 1991. He
was employed with MLG&W for 28 years.
Bruce Harber

of trustees of the University of Memphis

2000 as associ
ate director of

Foundation and is past chair of the U of

Public Safety and was appointed director

M's Board of Visitors. He graduated from

in 2002. Before joining the U of M, Harber

Mississippi State University in 1963 with a

served with the Memphis Police Depart

bachelor of science degree in civil engineer

ment in various assignments for more than

ing. Papasan also is a board member of the

25 years. He attended graduate school at

Plough Foundation, Le Bonheur Hospital

the U of M and the University of Virginia. A

Foundation and the Memphis Biotech

graduate of the FBI National Academy, Har

Foundation.

ber has been a state-certified police officer
Johanna

since 1976. He is a former president of the

Edwards (BA

Memphis Metropolitan Association of Chiefs

'01) signed a

of Police and a member of the Tennes

six-figure book

see Association of Chiefs of Police (TACP).

deal in 2003 at

Harber currently serves on TACP's University

the age

Committee, which includes all public and

She is the best-

private campus police agencies in the state.
To RSVP, or for more information on

the novels The

the gala, call the Alumni Association at

Next Big Thing,

901/678-2586.

as "chick lit." She is an award-winning
journalist whose work has been featured in
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Technologies and the Tennessee Depart
ment of Tourist Development.

Michael Finger and Lynne Rooker received

Rooker has also served as chairperson

the Charles E. Thornton Outstanding Alumni
Award, and Bob Winn was recognized with

for the Memphis Advertising Federation's

the Herbert Lee Williams Award.

Pyramid Awards, which honors outstand
ing professional service among Memphis'
Michael Finger (BA '76), right, accepts the
Charles E. Thornton Award from Richard Banks.

Send your information to:
Alumni Center
The University of Memphis
Memphis, TN 38152
901/678-2586
alumni@cc.memphis.edu
For Class Notes,
send information to:
gmaxey@memphis.edu
Be sure to visit
The University of
Memphis Magazine
online at:
www.memphis.edu/
magazine
Stay abreast
of campus events!
www.memphis.edu/eneWs
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advertising industry. She joined Chandler
Ehrlich in 1989 as an account coordinator.
Winn (BA '75) is the U of M's associ

publications, and helped guide Contempo

ate athletic director for external affairs and

rary Media's sister publications. Finger has

the Athletic Department's media relations

authored many articles in both publications,

representative. He has kept the University's

and has also penned numerous humorous

athletic programs in the forefront of Mem

articles, columns ("Ask Vance") and opinion

phis' public eye. Winn is also responsible

pieces under the nom de plume Vance

for Athletic Department marketing and the

Lauderdale.

Tiger spirit squads, as well as managing
outside contracts and the partnership with

In addition to a bachelor's degree in

Your Big Break and How to be Cool, which
belong to the hugely popular genre known

Stryker Physiotherapy Associates, Buckeye

banquet in October.

He has spent nearly 20 years at the two

he was president of Memphis Light, Oas

selling author

Tennessee Department of Transportation,

athletic director at its annual alumni awards

and a longtime contributor to the Flyer.

president. Prior to joining Smith & Nephew,

Johanna Edwards

Home Furnishings, Phillips Electronics,

a marketing executive and an associate

Memphis Flyer and Memphis magazine,

administrative functions during his tenure as

J|

marketing firm serving such clients as Lane

The University of Memphis Journalism
Alumni Club honored a magazine editor,

Finger (BA '76) is senior editor of The

was responsible for research and develop
ment, manufacturing, marketing, sales and

Papasan is a former president of the board

Journalism Club honors media professionals

journalism from the U of M, Finger earned

Tiger Sports Properties. He has garnered

a master's degree in English from Louisiana

coverage for Tiger sports over the years,

State University. He has received more

including outstanding coverage of Tiger bas

than a dozen journalism awards, includ

ketball, football, baseball, soccer and Lady

ing first place honors from the Memphis

Tiger basketball teams, as well as a host of

professional chapter and Atlanta chapter of

other U of M sports.
In addition to his duties with the U of M,

the Society of Professional Journalists. He
was presented the Milton Simon award for

Winn has served as media coordinator for

writer of the year from the Memphis Adver

the PGA Tour stop in Memphis for 32 years

tising Federation.

and has assisted with the press box opera
tion for the annual AutoZone Liberty Bowl.

Rooker (BA '89), co-owner of Chandler

The Charles E. Thornton Award is named

Ehrlich Advertising, was recently named

in honor of the former Memphis journal

president of the Memphis-based marketing
and communications firm. She has been
a partner in the firm since 2002, and was

Bob Winn (BA '75), right, receives the Herbert
Lee Williams Award from Chuck Roberts.

During her tenure as senior vice president,

contributions to the company,its associates
and clients. In 2003 Rooker became a prin

Rooker received Chandler Ehrlich's Combus

ciple and partner at the company. She has

tion Award, given annually for outstanding

helped grow the agency into a 30-person

WINTER 2008

in Afghanistan in 1985. The Herbert L.
Williams Award is named for the U of M

senior vice president and director of client
services prior to the promotion.

ist who was killed while on assignment

Journalism Department's founding chair.
Williams died in 2004.
The banquet was held at The Racquet
Club of Memphis.
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Scholarship at Wharton School
honors fallen Marine
Capt. Robert Secher
loved being a Marine and

I
, -

, also loved learning. He

flk |

I'

i MHfM

also understood the parallels between the military
and business.

Fogelman College lauds business executives
BY GABRIELLE MAXEY

years with Trammell Crow Co. in Dallas,

ability to manufacture more than 100 million

Economics Alumni Chapter recognized two

most recently as executive vice president

cases of both alcoholic and non-alcoholic

innovative business executives at its 15th

and CEO of Trammell Crow Asset Manage

beverages. Before joining Coors, Hardy was

learned about the scholarship. "My son was an avid reader," said

annual Alumni Day luncheon in October.

ment. Bolton also has extensive multi-family

vice president of services, responsible for

Secher, former chair of Political Science at the U of M. "He read

Eric Bolton was named Outstanding Alum

real estate experience in new development,

national software implementations, for

books mainly about Creek and Roman military history. He was very

nus and Carolyn Hardy became the first

redevelopment, acquisitions/dispositions

Honeywell-POMS Corp. She received the

concerned with educating soldiers and people in general."

recipient of the Entrepreneur of the Year

and property management. He holds desig

Grace Woman of Excellence award, the

award.

nations as a certified public accountant and

2006 New Business of the Year award from

associate of risk management. Active in the

the Black Business Association and was

His father, Dr. Pierre Secher, was surprised but pleased when he

At the U of M, Robert served in the Navy ROTC program. He

The Fogelman College of Business &

Tragically, the U of M

earned a degree in political science in 1998 and was commissioned

Bolton (BBA '78), president and CEO of

alumnus was killed by a

as a second lieutenant in the Marines. Secher was promoted to first

Mid-America Apartment Communities, is a

community, Bolton serves on the board of

honored as the Boys and Girls Club Young

sniper's bullet in 2006

lieutenant in 2000 and captain in 2003.

longtime supporter of the Fogelman Col

directors of Youth Villages and the U of M's

Executive of the Year. Hardy is an active

lege. He was named chair of Mid-America

Board of Visitors.

member of such organizations as WKNO,

while conducting combat
operations in Iraq's Anbar

He enlisted in the Marines when he was just 17. Secher served
on the Afghanistan border after the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11,

in 2002, having assumed the duties of

Hardy (BBA '74, MBA '87), a former vice

the Industrial Development Board, the Wolf
River Conservancy, the Regional Chamber

2001, and later asked for a transfer to the front lines in Iraq. He

CEO a year earlier. Bolton has more than

president of Coors Brewing Company's

ended up in the insurgents' largest stronghold, Anbar province.

20 years of experience in the real estate

Memphis business unit, became president

of Commerce and United Way of Greater

mental in developing the Quantico Leadership Venture, an innovative

Secher had one of the toughest jobs in Iraq: training inexperienced

industry and has been a member of Mid-

and CEO of Hardy Bottling Co. in 2006.

Memphis.

collaboration between the Marine Corps' Officer Candidate School in

Iraqi recruits to take over the fight against the militants. He often

America's management team since 1994.

This made her the first African-American

Quantico, Va., and the prestigious Wharton School of Business at the

found the job frustrating and discouraging, but in e-mails and letters

Before joining Mid-America, he spent seven

female to own a major brewery with the

University of Pennsylvania. To repay his contributions, officials at the

home he expressed his fondness and respect for the Iraqi trainees.

Captain Robert M. Secher, USMC

province.
Secher had been instru

Wharton School established a scholarship honoring Secher (BA '98).
The popular outdoor-based course teaches Wharton graduate stu

Secher was posthumously awarded the Bronze Star with Valor in
November. He was cited for leading or serving in morethan 200

dents Marine-style leadership principles and team-building skills they

combined convoys and 50 combat patrols in the heart of the Sunni

can use in business. The venture is intended to help participants

insurgency. Secher's parents were joined by 75 family members,

improve their ability to think strategically, communicate effectively

friends and fellow Marines at the ceremony in Memphis.

Debbi Fields Rose, founder of Mrs. Fields
Cookies, was the keynote speaker.

Arts and Sciences chapter recognizes five
of medicine. He completed a residency

ton Hughes and Arno Bontemps in 1935

Chapter honored five individuals at its

in internal medicine at City of Memphis

but not published until 1997. She also did

said Robert's mother, Elke Morris. "Most of all he wanted to be a

annual awards dinner in September. The

Hospital and served for two years in the

illustrations for John Beifuss' Armadillo Ray.

leader of his troops. He was just a patriotic American."

chapter recognized Dr. Reed C. Baskin,

respiratory virology laboratories at the U.S.

Her work has been described as "oil pastel

a Wharton Executive Education Course. The courses typically cost

Eric Robertson and Peggy Turley with its

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

more dazzling than Mexican folk art that

thousands of dollars.

Outstanding Alumni award, and honored

in Atlanta.

depicts a stylized southwestern landscape."

and act decisively.
The Captain Robert M. Secher Scholarship will be awarded to one
Marine Corps officer annually and will enable the recipient to attend

"I am proud of my son. He did a good job wherever he was sent,"

The College of Arts and Sciences Alumni

Wallace and Olivia Bruce as Outstanding

More than 1,000 Wharton MBA students have participated in the

Friends.

Leadership Venture since it was created eight years ago. Approxi

Baskin (BS '65), a hematologist and

mately 500 students apply for the 180 spaces available each year.

Robertson (BA '03) is development

The Bruces are former members of the

manager for the LeMoyne-Owen College

College of Arts and Sciences advisory board

Community Development Corporation.

and members of the Great Conversations

oncologist, merged his practice with Dr.

He also is chair of MPACT Memphis and

committee. Wallace is a partner in Sterling

Santare, a former Marine who is now with the Wharton School. "A

Barry Boston's practice in 2001 to form the

a graduate of the Leadership Memphis

Equities.

lot of credit goes to him. It's a really strong course, one of the most

Boston Baskin Cancer Group. Boston Baskin

executive program. Robertson co-founded

popular we have."

entered a partnership with the University of

the New Path political action committee

"Robert was instrumental in starting the program," said Dennis

Tennessee Health Science Center in 2002,

and was named to the "Top 40 Under 40"

the major battles of the Civil War. Secher also was a student of the

creating the UT Cancer Institute. Baskin has

by Memphis Business Journal.

Holocaust, in which members of his father's family perished. His

been a member of the UT Department of

favorite books were on ancient Rome. He was especially fascinated

Medicine in various capacities since 1972

illustrator of children's books. She illustrated

by the centurions, who commanded from the front lines and took

and is currently an associate professor

The Pasteboard Bandit, written by Langs-

Secher had a passion for studying history. He could recount all of

pride in leading by example.
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Elke Morris, mother of Capt. Robert Secher, receives her son's posthu
mous Bronze Star. Photo by Jim Weber/The Commercial Appeal.
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The dinner was held at The Racquet Club
of Memphis.

Turley (BA '85) is an accomplished
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Club and Chapter News
Do we have your e-mail? Most club and
chapter events are publicized by e-mail, so
make sure we have your current address.
Update your information online at www.
memphis.edu/alumni

AUSP
The chapter wished graduates farewell with
a celebratory reception prior to the August
Commencement. On Sept. 17, the 2007-08
chapter board of directors held its first meet
ing of the year at the Alumni Center. If you are
interested in volunteering with the chapter, call
901/678-2586.

Band

of President Shirley Raines. The event honored
members of the Tennessee Supreme Court,
members of the federal, state and local judiciary
and 2007 graduates of the Cecil C. Humphreys
School of Law, as well as current students who
are recipients of Law Alumni Board scholarships.

Luther C. McClellan Chapter
The chapter held a Family Reunion Picnic for
all African-American alumni and their families at
Audubon Park in October, with food, music and
activities for the kids.
The chapter also hosted a Homecoming
Step Reunion Nov. 2 immediately following the
Homecoming Parade and Pep Rally.

More than 25 bands competed in the
chapter's annual Bandmasters Championship
in October at Liberty Bowl Memorial Stadium.
Bandmasters was televised on WKNO for the
second year.

Music Society

Engineering

Nursing

The chapter will host its Student Alumni Mixer
Jan. 31 from 6 to 8 p.m. in the Alumni Center.
Students will network with alumni at a casual
reception. If you are a graduate of the Herff
College of Engineering and would like to attend,
call 901/678-2586.

More than 100 individuals participated in the
chapter's second Forensic Nursing Conference
at the U of M Holiday Inn inSeptember. The
featured speaker was Rachell Copeland, founder
and president of Global Forensic Solutions Inc.
Join the chapter by contacting club coordinator
Lauren Isaacman at lauren.isaacman@memphis.
edu or 901/678-2333.

Half Century Club
The Memphis State College class of 1957
celebrated its golden anniversary during Home
coming Weekend in November. The occasion
was marked with a Coffee and Conversation
brunch at President Shirley Raines' home and a
campus tour. More than 100 graduates attended
the Half Century Homecoming Reception held at
the Alumni Center.

Law
The chapter hosted its annual Striving for
Excellence at the Law Alumni Dinner in August.
A record crowd of more than 650 attended as
the chapter honored 16 Pillars of Excellence
from the Memphis legal community. The group
of honorees from America's Greatest Genera
tion included: Irvin Bogatin, James. D. Causey,
W. Frank Crawford, Charles M. Crump, Lewis R.
Donelson III, Hal A. Gerber (LLB '49), Frank J.
Glankler Jr. (LLB '52), Benjamin L. Hooks, H.T.
Lockard, Frances Grant Loring, James M. Manire,
Thomas R. Prewitt, S. Shepherd Tate, William M.
Walsh, Roane Waring Jr. and Harry W. Wellford.
The chapter held reunions for the Classes of
1962, '67, '72, '77, '82,'87, '92, '97 and 2002 in
October at the Memphis Botanic Garden.
The Law Alumni Chapter hosted its annual
Judicial Reception in November at the home

In November the Music Society and the Rudi
E. Scheidt School of Music hosted a wine and
cheese reception prior to a performance by the
U of M Jazz Combos.

Parents Club
Each fall the Parents Club invites U of M stu
dents to nominate parents or guardians whose
lives have been an inspiration to their student
and to others as the Parents of the Year. Bruce
and Amy Hagan of Pulaski, Tenn., were named
the 2007 winners. If you would like to become
a member of the Parents Club, contact Lauren
Isaacman at 901/678-2586 or lauren.
isaacman@memphis.edu.

Theatre and Dance
Theatre and Dance held its Big Red Reunion
Weekend Aug. 31-Sept. 2. In addition to viewing
a performance at Playhouse on the Square, they
watched a student and alumni performance,
enjoyed festivities and had a picnic on the main
stage.

University College
The chapter hosted its Awards Reception Nov.
8 at the STAX Museum of American Soul Music.
Honorees were Bill Baker (BLS '79, MFA '92) and
Diane Reed (BPS '85).

Young Alumni Committee
The Young Alumni Committee hosted its
inaugural First Tennessee True Blue 5K Nov.
16 around the U of M campus. The festivities
continued the following day as alumni and race
participants joined the Alumni Association at the
Barn Bash before the Memphis-UAB football
game.

Atlanta
On Sept. 1 the club kicked off its watch party
season with its first fall event at Barnacles. The
club will continue to meet for every televised
Tiger sporting event. If you would like to be
added to the club's e-mail list, contact club
president Don Sparkman (BSEE '87) at don.
sparkman@earthlink.net.

Boston
Join the Tigers in Massachusetts mailing list by
contacting club president Bob Canfield (BBA '59)
at billybobcanf@yahoo.com.

Chicago
The club met to watchthe Tigers take on Southem Miss in November at Junior's Sports Lounge
located in University Village. Plans are underway for
basketball watch parties. Contact Jeniene Wiseman
(BSME '03) at jwiseman21@yahoo.com to join the
Tigers in Chicago mailing list.

Dallas
The Dallas club will meet to watch the Tigers
battle the SMU Mustangs March 5. Join the Tigers
in Texas mailing list by contacting club president
Gary Crooms ('81) at gary@seniorinformation.
com or calling the Alumni Office at
800/678-8729.

The Half Century Club
celebrated Homecoming
with a reunion brunch at
the home of President
Shirley Raines in Novem
ber. Members of the class
of 1957 were honored
guests. Those attending
included (front row, from
left): Eleanor Peckham,
Shirley Walker Moser,
Marie Hayden, Peggy
Hilbun, Dr. Raines, Nan
Landess, Carol Currey,
Barbara Parker and Louis
K. Wheatley. Back row, from left, are Jim Chumney,Frank Dawson, Louis Hayden, Larry Hilbun,
Olin Atkins, James H. Allen, Jim Shepherd, John Moffatt,Dr. Jerry Phillips, Joe Patterson, Joe
Phillips, Charlie Perkins and Edgar Currier. Photo by Lindsey Lissau.

Jackson, Miss.

Little Rock

Attention Jackson-area alumni and friends: A
new alumni club is forming in your area. If you
would like to be added to the mailing list, contact
club coordinator Holly Beuke at habeuke@
memphis.edu or at 800/678-8729.

The club is looking for leadership. If you're in
the Little Rock area and would like to get together
for watch parties and other U of M-related
events, contact Holly Beuke at 800/678-8729 or
habeuke@memphis.edu.

Jackson, Tenn.

Lower Alabama

More than 150 Jackson-area alumni and
friends gathered at the Pinson, Tenn., farm of
Tenn. Rep. Jimmy Eldridge for an old-fashioned
"Boots, Brims and BBQ" hoedown in October.
If you are interested in getting involved in the
Jackson Club, contact alumni coordinator Holly
Beuke at habeuke@memphis.edu.

The Lower Alabama Tigers met Nov. 10 in Hattiesburg, Miss., to watch the Tigers take on South
ern Miss. Basketball watch parties are planned.
To get information or to be added to the mailing
list, contact club president Robert Murphree (BBA
'76) at rmurphree@gulftel.com or the Alumni
Office at 800/678-8729.

Houston
Club members met to watch theU of M-Rice
game in October. Join the Tigers in Texas mailing
list by contacting club president Robert Stephens
(BSEE '90) at robert.l.stephens@accenture.com.
Plans are underway for basketball pre-game
events.

New Orleans
The New Orleans Club met for the U of
M-Tulane game in October at the Superdome.
Join the group's mailing list by contacting club
president Steve McCullar (BBA '97) at
smccullar2@cox.net.

Orlando/Tampa
Orlando/Tampa alumni met before the Tigers
took on UCF in September at Houlihan's in
Orlando. Join the group's mailing list by contact
ing Katie Perrine at kschwie@hotmail.com or Bob
Riggins at bbriggins@msn.com.

St. Louis
Join the Tigers in St. Louis mailing list by
contacting club president Dennis Breakstone at
breakstone@charter.net.

Correction
In the donor listing of the Fall 2007 University of Memphis
Magazine, the Lipman family should have been listed in the
Benefactors' Circle as Barbara and Ira A. Lipman. The
Advancement Division regrets this mistake.

Eastern Pennsylvania
Eastern Pennsylvania alumni and friends
met to watch the Tigers take on Ole Miss in
September in Bethlehem, Pa. Join the club Feb.
13 to watch former Tiger Rodney Carney of the
Philadelphia 76ers take on the Memphis Griz
zlies. Discounted tickets are available. For more
information, or to be added to theclub mailing
list, contact Connor Morganti at
connormorganti@verizon.net.

Nashville
The Nashville Club held its annual picnic in
July at Edwin Warner Park. The Nashville Tigers
also met to cheer on the Memphis Tigers as they
played UCF, Marshall and Southern Miss at The
Athletic Club at the Embassy Suites in Frank
lin. Nashville-area alumni met for a pre-game
reception before the Tigers-MTSU Blue Raiders
game in December. To join the mailing list or to
hear about other events in the Nashville area,
contact club president Mike Dodd (JD '01) at
gotigersgo @nashvilletigers.com.

Also, the Tiger Scholarship Fund added a new level of giving that
was not included in the Fall Annual Report. Known as Cold Tigers,
this level lists donors who contribute S15.000-S24.999 annually.
AT&T
Air Technical Services Inc.
Allen Steel
Randy C. Almand
Dr. Charles Arkin
John B. Buford
John J. Campbell Co. Inc.
Champion Awards
Leigh W. Christophersen
C'rtyAuto Sales
Danka
David and Marie Dowling
Eagle Contractors

WINTER 2008

Dr. James L. Ellis Jr.
Fogelman Management Group
Jimmie Fouts
Gaylon Hall, Richard Remmert,
Dale McGee and Ron Hansen
P. James Henry
Wes Hicks
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Holland
Albert D. Hollingsworth
Jerry and Libby Hubbard
Jim Jacobs
Hal Kaufman Co.
Charles E. Kennedy Jr.

A.P. Kersey and Jim Dobbins
Kisber Enterprises
Janice L. Kolb
Bernie and David Kustoff/Kevin Snider
Don Lawrence
Mr. and Mrs. Lester F. Lit
Morgan Keegan and Company
Mueller Industries
Sybille Scott and Gilbert Noble
Warren Nunn
Larry Papasan and Jack Blair
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Parker
The Peabody Hotel
Minor and Jackie Perkins
Peterson Insurance Services Inc.
Shelly Pierce/Joe and Billie Pierce
Dan Poag
Progressive Technologies
Woody and Lisa Reid
Roadshow BMW
Royal Furniture/Butch Faber

David Sage
Rudi E. Scheidt
Richard and Sharon Shaknis
Dr. W. Vance Shappley
Ron and Linda Sklar
Putt-Putt Family Park
Southern Spray Company/
K. Throckmorton
Cook Mayer Taylor
F.S. Sperry Company Inc.
Stone, Higgs and Drexler
Jim Strickland Jr.
The Office Products Store
Mr. and Mrs. Maurie C. Thomas
Michael McLaren and Diane Vescovo
Kurt Voldeng
Robert E. Wharton Jr.
Tiger Book Store/John Williams
Mrs. Carolyn Williams
Zach Street Plumbing
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1962

wife, Martha Marks Medford

Tiger Scholarship Fund office at

Victor L. Robilio Jr. (BBA),

(BA '73), live in Germantown.

the U of M. Prescott is a senior

1968

ates Inc. and owner of a local

| The Way It Was, which

R. Ronald Burgess (BS, MEd

consulting firm, Allie Prescott &

[, provides personal accounts of

'74) was named senior vice

Partners. He has been presi

president of human resources

dent and general manager of

for Isle of Capri Casinos Inc.

the Memphis Redbirds, execu

He has more than 20 years of

tive director of Ml FA (Metro

human resources experience at

politan Inter-Faith Association)

leading gaming companies.

and executive director of the

tor L. Robilio Co. Inc., authored

men who served in World War
; II. Robilio spent more than 30
years interviewing hundreds
; of veterans and collecting oral
histories for the book through

Memphis Park Commission.

his television program Winds of
' History.

1964

W. Thomas Hutton (JD) of
Martin, Tate, Morrow & Marston

Boyd Rhodes (JD) of Wyatt,

was selected for inclusion in

Tarrant & Combs was named to

the 2008 edition of The Best

the 2007 edition of The Best

; '66) is the Gertrude Conaway

Lawyers in America in the area

Lawyers in America.

i Vanderbilt Professor of English

of trusts and real estate.

Hortense Spillers (BS, MA

is a medical compliance analyst

1970

for Watkins Uiberall, a CPA and

Glen Reid (BA,JD'71)of

Dr. Deborah Riley (BSEd,

financial advisory firm. She had

; professor at Cornell Univer

Wyatt, Tarrant & Combs was

MEd '75, EdD '89) was

been vice president of under

sity. Spillers has written about

named to the 2007 edition of

appointed director of elemen

writing and statistics for Blue

ipsychoanalysis and race, how

The Best Lawyers in America.

tary education for the Simi Val

Cross Blue Shield of Memphis.

Ilinguistics have failed black

• women, and crucial essays on

ley Unified School District. She

1969

' authors including Zora Neale
|Hurston, Margaret Walker,

has served as an elementary

Richard Raines (BBA, JD '74)

school principal in California,

of Wyatt, Tarrant & Combs was

Washington and Tennessee.

named to the 2007 edition of
The Best Lawyers in America.

j Toni Morrison, Ralph Ellison,
I Gwendolyn Brooks and William

Sam Thompson (BA, JD '84),

|Faulkner. She serves on the

former security officer for Elvis

1972

|.executive committee of the

Presley and Shelby County

Gwen Bonner (BMT) joined

|Modern Language Association.

General Sessions Court judge,

St. Francis Hospital-Bartlett as

was appointed to the Public

chief operating officer.

1966

Utilities Commission of Nevada.

Barbara Lapides (BS, JD
i '85), a partner in Harris Shelton
|Hanover Walsh, is president
I of the Tennessee Municipal
|Attorneys Association.
Dennis W. Medford (BA, MS

Richard Glassman

Richard Glassman (BS, JD

|'68) was recognized by The

'72), president of Glassman,

The Half Century Club celebrated with a brunch at the home of President Shirley Raines and a recep

|
Commercial Appeal as one of

Edwards, Wade & Wyatt, was

tion in the Alumni Center honoring the class of 1957. On Friday evening theAlumni Association hosted

| "Twelve Who Made a Differ-

selected for inclusion in the

a Homecoming parade along a new route through the U of M campus. Participants included President

| ence" and is in his 39th year

2007 The Best Lawyers in

Raines, the Mighty Sound of the South marchingband, spirit squads and mascot Pouncer. A pep rally
followed on the Alumni Mall with special guest Coach Tommy West. Food was provided by alumnus
1 Thomas Boggs (BA '72) of Hue/s. On Saturday alumni and friends enjoyed festivities at the True Blue
Barn Bash before watching the Tigers fall to C-USA rival East Carolina. Bruce and Amy Hagan were
honored as Parents of the Year and Boggs received the True Blue Tradition Award.

Mary Ann Lucas
Mary Ann Lucas (BS, MA '76)

; previously was a chaired

gatVanderbilt University. She

Tiger spirit "roared" through the U of M campus during Homecoming the first weekend in November.

1971

adviser with Waddell & Associ

[ historian and owner of the Vic

• of teaching for the Memphis

America for the 11th year for

| City Schools. Medford has

expertise in defense of legal

been assigned as a hospital/

malpractice claims. •4>

I homebound teacher at St. Jude

I Children's Research Hospital for

I the last 15 years. He and his
WINTER 2008

Allie J. Prescott (BA, JD '72)
was hired as a consultant in the

Photos
submitted to
The University
of Memphis
Magazine
must meet
minimum print
requirements.
Hard copy photography must
be no smaller than 2 x 3 and
of original quality - no color
laser copies or inkjet outputs,
please. Electronic files should
be no smaller than 600 x 900
pixels. We reserve the right not
to run photos that do not meet
technical standards. Contact
Gaby Maxey at gmaxey@
memphis.edu
for more information.

Ron Coles (BSCE) was
appointed the alternate U.S.
representative for the Perma
nent International Association
of Navigation Congress' Inland
Navigation Commission. PIANC
is a worldwide non-political and
non-profit organization whose
mission is to promote inland
and maritime navigation for
corporations, private individu
als and national governments.
Coles is a vice president at
Hanson Professional Services

| •Alumni Association Member |

•n
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Inc., directing the firm's ports

Richmond, Va. She previously

Jerry Conway (MBA) is

Diane Coleman (BSEd, MEd

Steven W. Likens (BBA,

1986

held trust and tax officer posi

business officer for the U of M's

1983

and harbor services nationwide.

'81) received the Tennessee

Al Lyons (BBA) is serving as

JD '88) joined the labor and

Samuel N. Graham (MBA),

tions with SunTrust Bank and

Advancement Division, Presi

Elementary Physical Education

interim director of the Memphis

employment law firm Kiesewet-

managing principal and chief

Jackie Nichols (BSEd), execu

Bank of America. Turpin holds

dent's Office and the Commu

Teacher of the Year award from

Brooks Museum of Art. He had

ter Wise Kaplan Prather.

operating officer of Diversi

tive producer of Playhouse

the Certified Trust and Financial

nications, Public Relations and

the Tennessee Association for

been president of the Bodine

fied Trust Co., is secretary of

on the Square, received the

Advisor (CTFA) designation and

Marketing Division.

Health, Physical Education,

Company in Collierville for 12

the Memphis Estate Planning

MPACT Maker Award for arts

is a Certified Financial Planner

Recreation and Dance. She has

years.

Council.

and culture promotion. Play

(CFP) candidate.

Larry Rice (JD) was keynote
speaker at the Institute for

house is Memphis' only profes

taught at the U of M Campus
School for 25 years.

1987

W.L. "Mac" McCord Jr. (BPS)

David Wade (JD) of Martin,

Continuing Legal Education's

and Jill McCord (MBA '86)

Amy J. Amundsen (JD)

Tate, Morrow & Marston was

annual Solo and Small Firm

Jan Langford (MEd), a

own Cottage Grove Bed and

received the Marion Griffin-

1974

selected for inclusion in the

Seminar in Grand Rapids, Mich.

teacher at Westhaven Elemen

Breakfast in Kirksville, Mo., near

Frances Loring Award from

Teresa R. Hurst (BS, JD '78),

2008 edition of The Best Law

Rice spoke on law office man

a private practice attorney,

yers in America in the area of

is treasurer of the Memphis

commercial litigation.

sional theatre company.

tary School, received a $500

Truman State University. Jill

the Association for Women

agement, client retention and

One Class at a Time grant from

was voted mayor pro tern of

Attorneys. She is a partner with

Jim Lloyd (BSCE, MS '76) was

trial preparation. He also spoke

the Memphis Area Teachers

the Kirksville City Council for a

the law firm Rice, Amundsen

promoted to chief of the Proj

at the National Divorce Skills

Credit Union and Eyewitness

1975

three-year term. Both are active

ect Management Branch of the

Institute. He is senior partner in

News for classroom enhance

in the Kirksville Area Chamber

Dr. Glenda Rakes (BA, MAT

Samuel J. Blustein (BSEE), a

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,

Rice, Amundsen and Caperton.

ment and special projects.

of Commerce and other

'77, EdD '92), a professor of

shareholder with the Houston

Memphis District. He manages

instructional design and tech

law firm of Hirsch & Wes-

projects that are in the study,

Gayle S. Rose (BFA) is part

1980

nology at the University of Ten

theimer, was re-elected national

design and construction phases

owner and CEO of EVS Corp.,

Richard M. Carter (JD) of

nessee at Martin, was named

secretary of Alpha Epsilon Pi

in the six-state district. Lloyd

which provides backup storage

Martin, Tate, Morrow & Marston

the featured scholar for the fall

fraternity. Blustein also was

has worked for the Corps of

for client companies' computer

was selected for inclusion in

semester. The honor recognizes

tabbed to serve as general

the 2008 edition of The Best

excellence in teaching and

counsel to Alpha Epsilon Pi for

scholarship. Rakes joined the

the third year. «•

Engineers for more than 27
years in operations and project
management positions.

data.

tive director of the Hyde Family

Estate Planning Council.

Jim Lloyd

organizations.

Ellen Vergos (JD) is a partner

UT Martin faculty in 2002 after
seven years at the University
of Louisiana-Monroe, where

vice president and chief human

Brenda Bluestein (BSEd,

she was the Entergy Endowed

resources officer for FedEx

MEd '80) is head of Bornblum

1977

Express.

Solomon Schechter School.

Professor of Instructional
Technology.

1976

Wyatt, Tarrant & Combs.

received the Certified Fraud

1984

and CEO of Methodist Le

Examiner (CFE) designation

Teresa Sloyan (BA), execu

Bonheur Healthcare, received

from the Association of Certi

the Meritorious Service Award

fied Fraud Examiners. She is

Foundations, received the

from the Tennessee Hospital

director of risk management

Lawyers in America in the area

MPACT Maker Award as Role

Association. The award recog

for the Memphis Area Teachers

of commercial litigation. <St

Model of the Year.

nized Shorb for his leadership,

Credit Union.

inspiration and commitment

1981
Kimberly Adams-Emery
(BFA) is president and co-

1985

to the faith-based mission of

1989

Thomas L. Henderson (JD)

building a culture of patient

Dr. Catherine Hayes-Crawford

was named to the 2008 edi

care excellence. He joined

(BA, BSN '95) was nominated

Methodist in 1990 as execu
tive vice president. Prior to his
health care career, Shorb was

to The Oxford Round Table and

a project engineer with Exxon

Nursing Education" in August

and a lieutenant commander in

at the University of Oxford in

the Navy. #

Oxford, England. She is an

Robert Craddock Jr. (JD) of

founder of Aviation Concepts

Bluestein, who has 30 years of

Wyatt, Tarrant & Combs was

tion of The Best Lawyers in

Jerry Collins (BSCE, MS '76)

Inc, an interior design firm for

experience in education, had

named to the 2007 edition of

America. He is a shareholder in

was appointed president and

corporate and commercial air

been principal of Germantown

The Best Lawyers in America.

the Memphis office of Ogle-

CEO of Memphis Light, Gas

craft in Dallas. She has designed

Elementary School.

tree, Deakins, Nash, Smoak &

the interiors of the first three

Stewart.

and Water Division. He had

Janice A. Farringer (JD)

Gulfstream IV aircraft and one of
the first two Boeing 777s.

been Memphis Public Works

Frank S. Cantrell (BA, JD '79),

authored the story "Biopsy" for

director for seven years.

a staff attorney with Memphis

the anthology Voices of Breast

Area Legal Services, received the

Cancer: The Healing Com

Mona Newsome Wicks

2007 B. Riney Green Award for

The Dance, published in April

panion: Stories for Courage,

(BSN) was appointed associ

named chief financial officer

his work on the Auto Creditof

by Kensington/Dafina. The

Comfort and Strength. She is a

ate dean for research at the

of First Aviation Sen/ices Inc.,

Nashville vs. Melissa Wimmer

book is a romantic comedy

writer in Chapel Hill, N.C.

University of Tennessee Health

a provider of distribution and

case before the Tennessee

about two neighbors who man

Science Center College of

supply chain services for the

Supreme Court. The award rec

1979

age to avoid each other until

Nursing. She has been on the

aviation industry worldwide.

ognizes the attorney who works

Eugene Bernstein Jr. (BA, JD

one blues-filled Memphis night

UTHSC faculty for 20 years.

the most toward promoting

'82) is vice president of legal

when their worlds inadvertently

inter-program cooperation and

for Poag & McEwen Lifestyle

Sue Nichols Turpin (BA, MA

strengthening the provision of

Centers.

'76) is a tax accountant with

legal aid in Tennessee.

James Howell (BBA) was

Sue Nichols Turpin

1988
Kelly D. Stewart (BBA)

Gary Shorb (MBA), president

in the Memphis law office of
R. Larry Brown (JD) is senior

and Caperton. «Gary Shorb

Lori D. Johnson (BA, MA '88)
will have her first novel, After

collide. She and her husband,
Warren A. Morris Jr. (MA
'93), live in Charlotte, N.C., with
their son, Aaron. &

Thomson Tax & Accounting, a

chosen to present her research
"The Vanished...Attrition in

assistant professor of nursing at
Doug Teague (MBA) was

Delta State University.

named dean of business and
technology at Dyersburg State

Tammy Irons (JD) was

Community College. He had

elected to the Alabama

been at Jackson State Commu

House of Representatives in a

nity College, where he taught

special election in 2006. After

for more than two decades and

graduating from law school,

served as interim dean of pro

Irons served as a judicial law

fessional and technical studies

clerk for the Tennessee Court

for the past five years.

of Appeals. She is a business
attorney and owner of the Irons
Law Firm in Florence, Ala.

division of Thomson Corp., in
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1990

Charles H. Schwepker Jr.

1996

2000

2003

William Taylor Perry (BBA) is

Carry Ogden (JD) was

(PhD) became the first indi

Almetria Turner (BA, MA '99)

Steffan T. Nawrocki (MS)

Mona Mansour (JD) joined

a leasing officer with Fountain

inducted into the Nichols

vidual to receive the Mike and

is owner of two Web-based

is co-director of the Cancer

the law firm of Apperson,

Leasing.

School Athletic Hall of Fame.

Patti Davidson Distinguished

businesses: Apple Dumplin

Therapy & Research Center's

Crump & Maxwell, where she

Ogden is a 1973 graduate of

Marketing Professorship at the

Baby, which offers baby prod

Institute for Drug Development.

works in the firm's immigra

the school, located in Buffalo,

University of Central Missouri.

ucts and accessories, and Beaux

N.Y. He lives in Stone

He is a marketing professor in

Cadeaux, which sells gift bas

Carolyn Knox Perry (BA, MAT

Mountain, Ga.

the Harmon College of Busi

kets, flowers and accessories.

'06) is a teacher at Presbyterian

ness Administration.
who is serving as executive

Day School. *

1997

Cmdr. Mark Wheeler (BA),

1993

Kalisa Hyman (BA) is an

2006

tion practice. She also practices
human rights and business law.
Lesley Tschume (BSEd, MS

Do you really
want to be
better than
the next guy?

'06) is head athletic trainer for

2001

DCH Health Systems and is

assistant to the chief of the

account services manager for

assigned to Tuscaloosa Acad

Navy Supply Corps, has been

the Carter Malone Group.

emy in Tuscaloosa, Ala.

selected for commander sea
duty as supply officer on the

Christopher M. McDowell

Amy Oliver Williams (BA)

nuclear aircraft carrier USS

(JD) was named a partner in

is a business reporter with the

John C. Stennis, homeported

the Dallas law firm of Rose-

Chattanooga Times Free Press.

in Bremerton, Wash. Wheeler

Walker LLP.

Williams had been a reporter

expects to report to the Stennis

for The Daily News in Mem

this summer to begin his two

Laura Sisterhen (BS) and

phis. She married Cameron

year assignment.

her husband, Jeremy Jones,

Williams in 2005.

1991

Cameron B. Williams (BA

economics and financial studies

'00, JD) is an assistant district

at Clarkson University in Pots

SUZANNE COPELAND

attorney general with the Ham

dam, N.Y. Her research interests

Strategic Marketing Communications

ilton County District Attorney

include industrial organization,

Nikita Flynn (BA) is public

General's office in Chattanooga.

game theory, development

information officer at Santa Ana

He had been an assistant

economics, international trade

There are many reasons for

College, where she directs pub

district attorney for the 25th

and behavioral economics.

getting an MBA. But there is

lic relations, media relations,

Judicial District covering Fayette,

Echazu co-authored an article

only one reason for earning an

campus publications, market

Tipton, Hardeman, McNairy and

in the Journal of Institutional

MBA at the University of Memphis

ing/advertising and special

Lauderdale counties.

and Theoretical Economics

Fogelman College of Business

and contributed to an edited

& Economics: gaining the edge.

William Jones, Sept. 23.

Cynthia Todd Graham (BA)
Marvia Maurice Balfour

tions and foundations for Le

1998

Nikita Flynn

Jay Atkins (BBA, JD '01) is of

Bonheur Children's Medical

Marvia Maurice Balfour

Center. •

(BSN) is nurse manager of

counsel for Leitner, Williams,
Dooley & Napolitan.

Cardiology Services at the

1992

Memphis VA Medical Center,

Gary Bergosh (JD) is a Circuit

where she has worked for

Court judge in Pensacola, Fla.

more than 12 years.

Angela Cox (JD) is a County
Court judge in Jacksonville, Fla.

Luciana Echazu (MA, PhD
'07) is an assistant professor of

welcomed their first child, Jacob

was named director of corpora

Or do you
just want an
MBA on your
resume?"

Executive MBA Class of 2000

Glen Vines (JD) was

events. Flynn previously was

the state of Florida, a senior

Joel Dixon (BBA) is general

appointed chair of the trucking

coordinator of communications

2004

volume in Some Contemporary

It's the only program in Memphis

attorney for the federal govern

manager of Mercury Printing.

injury practice group at the law

for Memphis City Schools.

Todd Wilhite (BPS) was

firm Nahon, Saharovich & Trotz.

Issues in Development and
Growth Economics.

accredited by the AACSB, so

ment, a reserve Marine Corps

He oversees production at the

lieutenant colonel and a mem

company, which has more than

ber of the Escambia County

100 employees and services

He has been a prosecutor for

School Board. Bergosh served
as executive officer of his
Marine battalion in Kuwait and
Iraq during Operations Enduring
Freedom and Iraqi Freedom.

customers nationwide.

Ashley Ward (BA, JD '01) was
appointed chair of the workers

appointed director of sales for
Kenco Logistic Services' Trans

means business. So our graduates

Greg Benjamin (BBA) is a

portation Division. Wilhite had

have marketable advantages -

loan officer with InSouth Bank.

worked in sales and operations

advantages transcending three

for eight years with M.S. Carri

capital letters on a resume.

compensation practice group at
Sherryl Tucker (BBA) was

the law firm Nahon, Saharovich

Dennis Sadler (MS, JD '06)

ers and six years at U.S. Express

Call 901-678-3721 or log on to

named director of hotel opera

& Trotz.

joined the Memphis law office

before joining Kenco.

mba.memphis.edu to jumpstart

tions for Fitz Casino & Hotel in

your career today.

of Leitner, Williams, Dooley &

2005

Tunica. She joined the com

1999

Christopher G. Lazarini (JD),

pany in 2006 as hotel manager

B. Taylor Gray (BA, JD '03)

Matt Griffin (BA) joined

a partner in Tate Lazarini Brady

and has more than 14 years

joined the Memphis office of

McNeely Pigott & Fox Public

& Davis, was selected for inclu

of experience in the casino

Bass, Berry & Sims in the com

Relations as a staff associate.

sion in The Best Lawyers in

industry.

mercial transactions and real

He completed an internship

estate practice area.

with Dell's corporate commu

America in the field of alterna

Napolitan.

tive dispute resolution.
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2002
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The University of Memphis Alumni Association expresses sympathy to the families and friends of the following individuals:

ALUMNI

1960S-70S

1980S-90S

(Listed alphabetically by graduation date)

Rubye Arthur '60, Oct. '07

Thomas A. Dixon '81, Sept. '07

Rebecca Joy Tabor Dorroh '60, '74, Aug. '07

Carl Russell '82, Sept. '07

1920S-30S

Mary Hill Lawrence '63, Sept. '01

John C. Walker '82, Sept. '07

Rosalie Keenan Watkins '35, Sept. '07

Fleming L. "Sonny" Chiles '64, Oct. '07

Stephen Todd Lundy '88, Oct. '07

Nell Adams LaFon '37, Oct. '07

Amelia L. Williams '64, Aug. '07

Richard Jay Roberts '93, Oct. '07

Margaret Elizabeth Schwam '39, Sept. '07

Donald Lewis Freeman '65, Sept. '07

Shavaunda Michelle Cole '95, Sept. '07

James Walker Rawlings '65, Oct. '07

Pam Miles '96, Sept. '07

1940S-50S

Archie Floyd Gardner '66, '69, Sept. '07

Jamie Johnson Ross '42, Oct. '07

Donald Francis Turk '66, Sept. '07

FACULTY/STAFF

William Joe Ledbetter '49, Sept '07

Gloria Duke Trigg '70, Oct. '07

Margaret Johnson, Sept. '07

George M. Klepper Jr. '51, Sept. '07

William Roy Pitner Jr. '71, Sept. '07

Dr. Billy Mac Jones, Oct. '07

Beverly Berry '72, Aug. '07

Charlotte Ann Buck Knowles, Oct. '07

Polly A. Bolin '72, '96, Oct. '07

Dr. Leon Lebovitz, Aug. '07

Dr. Richard Wayne O'Bryan '73, Oct. '07

Dr. Richard Wayne O'Bryan, Oct '07

Willie Mae Cox Wilson '53, Sept. '07
Joe K. Huey '54, Aug. '07
Rev. Clint Adkins Oakley '54, Oct. '07
Richard T. Feltus '55, '58, Sept. 07

Herbert A. Scobey '74, Oct. '07
Rosemary Burleigh '75, Sept. '07

FRIENDS

Nickalyn "Nicky" Roberts '76, Sept.'07

Ruby Pegram Moss, Oct. '07
Ernest C. Withers, Oct. '07

Membership Matters
Deanie Parker
(BA '77, MPA '89)
Alumni Association
Annual Member
Alumni Association
National Executive Board of Directors
University College Alumni Chapter Board
President and CEO of Soulsville,
including the Stax Museum of American
Soul Music, Stax Music Academy
and Performing Arts Center
Developed the Soulsville Foundation
Assistant Director of Memphis
in May, 1987-1995
University of Memphis
Distinguished Alumni Award, 2006
University of Memphis University College
Alumni Achievement Award, 2003
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Alumni Association

PRSA Communicator of the Year, 2003
Women of Achievement Award for Initiative, 2004

National Executive Board of Directors: Martin Zummach (BS '85, JD '93), President; Mark Long (BSEE '85), Vice President for Membership;
Renee DeCutis (BS '83), Vice President of Programs and Events; Paul Jewell (BA '78), Vice President of Communication; Mike Neal (BBA '96,
MA '98), Vice President of Finance; Rob Evans (MBA '97), Past President; Kim Barnett (BBA '95, EMBA '99); Walter Crews (BPS, '84, MS '91);
Melinda Edwards (BSEd '74, MPA '75); John Koski (BA '88); Mary McCollum (BS, '94, MA '97,EDS '98); Jon McGlothian (EMBA '97); Terry
Morris (BBA '91); Deanie Parker (MPA '88); Corey Pettigrew (BSEd '00, BA '01, MA '05); Jim Strickland (BBA '86,JD '89); Diane Vescovo (JD
'80)
Advisors to the Executive Director: Rick Boals (BA '72); John Lawrence (BS '70); Robert Wright (BS'77)

Diversity Memphis Humanitarian
of the Year Award, 2006
Rock 'n' Soul Museum Board
Memphis Music Foundation Board
Play It Again Memphis Board

National Executive Advisory Group Chairs: Barbara Mayo - Chair, Parents Club; Morgan Mayo (BSD '02) - Chair, Young Alumni Committee
Club and Chapter Presidents: Arts & Sciences: Melissa Buchner (BPS '89, MA '92); AUSP: Katie Jolly (MA '05); Band: Jeremy Stinson (BA
'02, MAT '05); Business & Economics: Juloy Raymer (BBA '98); Education: Michelle Stanfill (BSEd '01); Engineering: Kathryn Hicks Simpson
(BSEE '99); Fraternity Alumni Advisory Council: Mike Williams (BA '69, JD '73); Half Century Club: J.B. "Pappy" Latimer (BS '52); IMBA:
Aymeric Martinoia (IMBA '04); Journalism: Mark Thompson (BA '82); Law: Gary K. Smith (JD '73); Luther C. McClellan: Alicia Golston (BA
'05, MA '07); Music Society:Tommie Pardue (BSD '68, MM '71); Nursing: Jessica Edwards (BSN '02); Student Ambassador Board: Jessica
Sullivan; Theatre and Dance: Josie Helming (BFA '67); University College: Dottie Spikner (BPS '95); Nashville Law: Todd Presnell (JD '95)
Out of Town Groups: Atlanta (Don Sparkman - BSEE '87); New England/Boston (Bob Canfield - BBA '59); Charlotte (John R. Braford, III EMBA '00); Chicago (Jeniene Wiseman - BSM '03); Dallas (Gary Crooms '81); Eastern Pennsylvania (Connor Morganti - BA '96); Houston
(Robert Stephens - BSEE '90); Germantown (Ann Harbor - BA '73, MS '89); Jackson, MS;Jackson, TN; Lower Alabama (Robert Murphree BBA '76); Millington, TN (Bethany K. Huffman - BBA '90); Nashville (Mike Dodd - JD '01); New Orleans/Baton Rouge; New York/New
Jersey; St. Louis (Dennis Breakstone - BBA '92); Tampa (Bob Riggins - BBA '70, MS '80); Washington D.C. (Katie Sicola - BA '00)
Alumni Staff: Executive Director of the U of M Alumni Association and Director of Alumni and Constituent Relations: Tammy Hedges; Alumni
Coordinators: Lauren Isaacman (BA '01, MA '05), Kelly Davis (MS '05), Stephanie Galloway and Holly Beuke
Alumni Administrative Staff: Gwen Cook (pursing BA), Lyndsi Potts (BFA '07), Hannah Newsom and Diana Thompson
Graduate Assistants: Lindsey Satterwhite (pursing MA) and Keeisha Kenan (BA '01, pursuing MS)

I encourage you, as a friend, fan, alumnus or alumnae,member of the
faculty or staff or as a student, to join YOUR University of Memphis
Alumni Association.
You can join by calling 901/678-ALUM or online at www.memphis.

edu/alumni.
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